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GENRE: Alternative history that verges on horror
LOGLINE: A once peaceful and happy young Native American unleashes an army of living
dead on Texas Rangers after they betray her father and massacre her village.
OR: A mild-mannered Native American girl from a “friendly” tribe wreaks zombie havoc on a
corrupt and murderous unit of Texas Rangers.
FILM REFERENCE: Billy Jack (1971) meets John Wick (2014) with a splash of Night of the
Living Dead (1968).
LITERARY TRADITION: The Count of Monte Cristo (1844), revenge.
SETTING: 1840s, central Texas.
FX: Moderate use of special effects. Twelve percent of this film will require CG.






Zombie rabbit chasing a boy
Zombie horse attacking a settlement
Zombie buffalo herd stampede hunters
Zombie herd attack ghost town
Dozens of Zombie Texas Rangers ravage themselves.

ORIGIN OF THE STORY: In 1989, while in Dublin (just arriving at UCD), I was of course
young and beginning work on my PhD in Russian studies. My brain was in history and political
science, but my imagination was back in West Texas and I’m sure I was feeling a bit homesick.
You can see I was highly influenced by the history of the region. In my youth, I travelled with
YMCA groups to Fort Sill (US Army) to see the Native American museum there. I made this trip
once every two weeks in the summer for seven years.
The script hasn’t been read in nearly 35 years and I’ve always felt the script was always a bit
nebulous in terms of gender and race. I thought, given the fact that these issues are finally being
addressed, I might want to explain the script a bit.
In 1989, I wrote probably about 100 query letters and received several traditional rejection
letters. HOWEVER, Gale Anne Hurd was the only positive response and she agreed to read it
and probably had a reader look at it. I don’t recall if I ever received word back, but at the time it
was a significant victory for me to even have something read.
BEND, BREAK, BLEND: I hope to bend gender AND history a bit; I’ve always found the script
Hollywood gatekeepers to be rigid about bending anything. I’m breaking the old stereotypical
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western by making the Texas Rangers villains. I’m blending an honest historical situation with
the zombism of George Romero.
UNIVERSE OF THE WICHITA INDIANS: So, I wrote a fantastic (fantasy) script about a
Native American girl named BIT, from a relatively peaceful tribe, who grew into a fierce
warrior. Because the Wichita tribe was the first group of Plains Indians subject to missionization
by the Catholic church, I made the protagonist a member of this tribe.
Almost every Native American tribe has a speciality, and I was taught the Wichitans were
traders; they bought and sold horses, blankets, knives, other items and I’m sure even guns. The
Wichita were entirely peaceful and friendly with the whites and I’m certain that they had access
to the various markets. The Wichita then, in turn, sold the goods to the war tribes, the Comanche,
Kiowa, and others. They were “middlemen” in the western economy; they also farmed and
hunted buffalo as well. The Wichita were indigenous to Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas.
VILLAINS: The reputation of the Texas Rangers, in history, has always been dubious.
Hollywood should stop being programmed by the previous fiction and “cowboy” movies. The
Texas Rangers of 1840s were just as bad (or worse) than police today. With no body cameras or
cell phone video back then; they did whatever they wanted.
To understand this film, you will have to put Lonesome Dove (and countless other fictions) out
of your mind; Larry McMurtry intended the novel to be quixotic (fools on a quest for mindless
glory); Hollywood and the public misread it as the traditional heroic western romanticism. I
asked him about what Hollywood did to that story and he said, “they wrote me a check that
didn’t bounce.”
Later he said, “They are heroes in a way but who drives cattle to a place that’s not populated?
We need heroes so bad we will create them when they are none?”
As a result of their misbehaviours, the villains in this story are Texas Rangers. Despite the heroic
interpretation of history that has been dominant, I doubt the original rangers were much different
than the oppressive and racist Texas police today. I’m sure the police in the state today feel
constrained in their agenda by current events and media scrutiny. But in the past, I’m sure
rangers were the same self-righteous bullies. Racial, gender and religious oppression and flat-out
corruption of law enforcement is now, and have forever been, a problem in the state. Remember
not a single Indian reservation was established in the state and ALL the native tribes were forced
out. The Texas Rangers didn’t accept a woman into their ranks until 1993, about 20 years after
other police departments became enlightened.
The irreverent Texas Rangers in the story establish a fort; they name their small fort “Royal
Bastard’s Hotel”. The “fort” is only actually a blockhouse (jail), but it's growing as the movie
progresses; there is constant construction. The jail is the forerunner and beginning of what is
commonly termed here as the “Texas Prison Industry.” It’s highly symbolic (an origin story) of
what is in store for Texas minorities. Texas has as many felons as 48 states combined and you
can become a felon (and never allowed to work again) for crimes as small as stealing a 4$
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roasted chicken. There are currently 280,000 incarcerated, with over a million on parole
supervision.
The ranger jail is their headquarters but they end up controlling the entire town through bullying
and intimidation. The people only put up with it (the bullying, rapes, and high taxes) because
they fear the Comanche. Of course, governments have always hyped the external threat, basically
to expand their power and demand higher taxes.
The rangers are full of hypocrisy. They fight and argue for the importance of institutions, but
they have little respect for their English traditions. Many of their families arrived after the wars
of 1775 and 1812. The rangers are in church every Sunday morning, nodding their head as if
they understand, “thou shalt not kill,” but they’re still hungover from the earlier night’s
carousing, gambling and drinking. To capitalize on their hard-drinking, the saloon across the
street is renamed “Bastard’s Palace”. In fact, the entire settlement is named after the jail/prison,
“Bastard’s Paradise.”
ALT VILLIANS: For a visual effect, substitute the U.S. Army as villains with their nice blue
uniforms. All the anti-establishment political activists I know and some left-leaning directors
might enjoy the clarity of the uniforms. Uniforms suggest “government” and who was more
culpable in the Indian War atrocities than the U.S. Army? Move the setting back to 1869 and put
the action at Fort Sill (Southwest Oklahoma) and you have a more picturesque film (blue
uniforms contrasting with a stark blown terrain in the background). She Wore a Yellow Ribbon.
TIME FOR CHANGE: This movie with a gender-ambiguous Native American protagonist and
police/army for villains could not be made, in 1989. I appreciate Gale Ann Herd (or reader) for
reading it 35 years ago. And frankly, I understand why the script has never probably been
seriously considered, but as Bob Dylan, said, “the times they are a changin'.”
GENDER POLITICS HAVE CHANGED: The protagonist is named “Bit” (meaning two)
because of the pan-Indian tradition of tolerance of “two spirited” people; this describes Native
people who fulfilled a traditional third-gender. Research suggests that the “two-spirited”
American Indians were actually well regarded and considered healers, visionaries, shamans,
nannies of orphans, and caregivers. So what happened to the LGBTQ native Americans?
Western Christianity arrived and to gain economic superiority, geographical territory and
religious purity every attempt was made to end the special place of the “two-spirited” natives.
The sexually uninhibited freedom of American Indians were shamed and deemed as barbaric and
threats were made that “God’s mercy would end,” if they did not stop immediately. It was a
sentiment taught from the pulpits every Sunday and also in the 1800’s U.S. Army induction
education. This social and psychological manipulation, as far as I’m aware, has never been
filmed. It would be a major step forward if this film were made.
RACE POLITICS HAVE CHANGED: Historically, the Hollywood establishment didn’t hire
Native talent. In 1911, Stephen W. Bush, who wrote for the magazine Moving Picture World,
complained about the lack of “real Indians” on celluloid. And then when allowed Native roles
their efforts were discounted. In 1914 after they hired Native as actors, Bush wrote that they are
“constitutionally incapable of acting.”
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Also, it has continued until more recently. In 2015, a dozen Native American actors walked off
the set of Adam Sandler’s comedy, The Ridiculous Six. The media reported it and the script was
leaked to the press; it featured jokes depicting Native Americans as dirty, animalistic backdrops.
The film’s producer, Netflix, was quick to defend Sandler’s jokes as “a broad satire of Western
movies and the stereotypes they popularized…” The PR seems to have worked; the issue went
away for a time. The entire incident only reinforces the need for this film; the reaction to The
Ridiculous Six was only a blip on the radar screen; six years down the road and the times ARE
still a changin’.
SPECIAL EFFECTS HAVE CHANGED: This movie wasn’t practical in 1989. However, now
with modern CG, nearly any producer can blow this out of the water. Movies with human
zombies have always been doable… however this film is dominated by animal zombies and the
buffalo especially hate long stays in the makeup chair. In fact, their guild strictly prohibits that.
HOLLYWOOD HAS CHANGED: I’m not certain that before 1989, a script could get away with
a radically alternative history. But in the 30+ years that this script sat on eight or more hard
drives, we seem to have invented an entirely new genre, alternative history. Jack Hays,
Mirabeau Lamar, the Battle of Neches, the Council House Fight and The Great Raid of 1840 are
all documented historical characters/events. However; a lesbian-led zombie rebellion is NOT
part of history. However, I like to think that I put historic events together in a way that they
complement, or perhaps even add to the fiction.
There is a great deal of historical expository in the script and I’m sure some readers will bristle at
it. But at the same time, I’m sure the readers don’t know even the basics. So, how does one tell a
political period piece without explaining a few things? All this was taught in Texas schools, in
the 7th grade. I explain a lot because I don’t know any filmmakers who went to junior high
school in Texas, or are of a mind to educate themselves in Texas-Indian relations. If you are a
reader, I don’t despise you. My explaining isn’t an insult to your intelligence; it’s just that you
aren’t from Texas and you’ve probably never been to any of these places… our battlefields or
heard the stories in our classrooms. And things haven’t improved in 30 years; I’ve been teaching
college freshmen for 30 years and I’m accustomed to having to explain and justify everything.
NOTE THE FILM’S MOTTO: The times are a changin', Bit by Bit.
MUSIC: If the producers can secure Bob Dylan’s The Times Are a Changin', that song would be
tremendous. Use that music as the TITLES FLASH. It would foreshadow to the audience is
about to see a movie where the Native American’s finally win a battle.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE: The U.S. Army and Texas Rangers used Wichita and other
natives as spies and scouts. What if a Wichitan, after being used as a spy against the Comanche,
was betrayed by the Army and the daughter took revenge on them?
THE PROTAGONIST: The lead character is named Bit. This comes from the Caddo/Wichita
language and means “two” (2).
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BIT’S EXTERNAL CONFLICT: Bit seeks revenge against the Texas Rangers for her father, but
also a massacre the rangers claimed the Comanche were responsible for.
BIT’S INTERNAL CONFLICT: Early in the film it is established that Bit is clearly lesbian; she
never gazes on a man. As a young girl (in the tribal setting) she’s taught the interconnectedness
of all things... and that gayness... has a spiritual (positive) meaning within the tribe. At the same
time, the priests are perpetuating the idea that Indians have no “tribal consciousness” or ability to
control homosexuality. So she’s two-spirited (literally). There is the Indian notion of twospiritedness (lesbian or bi-sexuality) and she is also “two-spirited” in the idea that she’s a native
AND allegedly a Catholic. She’s torn in two halves.
BIT’S FATHER IS A SPY: The Comanche (Uto-Aztecan) and the Wichita (Caddoan) spoke
very different languages. If he is going to be used as a spy, we must explain how he speaks both
languages. Because the Comanche frequently kidnapped children, it’s highly plausible that he
was taken into the Comanche culture as a child and perhaps never escaped (or was bought back)
until he was a teenager. Once the Texas Rangers learn of his past they immediately move to take
advantage of him. They promise him a house in the city; of course, they won’t ever pay that debt.
SPYING ON NATIVE TRIBES: One might think, first that spies weren’t used in the Indian
wars; that’s entirely not true. They did use spies to gather intelligence, just like in any war.
Frankly, there aren’t any movies about espionage against the natives. Second, one might think
the Comanche would be a difficult tribe for spies to penetrate; in truth, the Comanche had
captured and released so many hostages (and so many hostages decided to remain with them)
they were relatively open to espionage.
BLUNT FILM SUMMARY: I see Bit as a lesbian or maybe edging toward a transgender Native
American in the 1840s. She is transformed by the brutality of Texas history from a gay member
of a mild peace-loving tribe into a cunning and barbaric warrior for her people.
I believe this film can easily be Bit's origin story and it can continue as a series or franchise. This
script will establish how her experiences as an oppressed Native guided her to turn against the
Republic of Texas.
During her childhood, Bit lives in a village of Wichita (located beside the Red River) with her
sick mother, and her father, SAKU. They are part of a group of Wichita people living in
Oklahoma and her father is the head of their clan (family group). Bit (13) finds a girlfriend
(NÁTTIH); rather than fetch water, they run away from a river and innocently (experimentally)
hold hands. Several Wichita women see it and giggle. The priest scolds the woman.
Bit finds a trail of furniture, clocks, a piano, and clothes on the prairie. It seems to lighten the
load someone has dumped most of their belongings. Bit follows the trail but stops to take a
necklace from a jewellery box. When she finds the starving group of settlers in an empty
Conestoga wagon, the famished woman points to Bit as if to request something. Bit offers her the
necklace which she’s not interested in. The settler woman is interested in Bit’s food pouch. Bit
keeps the necklace but gives the woman the food. Bit returns to her village and gives her
girlfriend the distinctive necklace.
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Bit is with her father at the famous Council House Fight. Thirty-three Comanche chiefs
accompanied by thirty-two other Comanches, arrived in San Antonio in March of 1840, for
peace talks and prisoner exchange. The Chiefs enter a building and only eight emerge alive. The
eight survivors are put in prison. Murdering these negotiators, under a white flag, was the lowest
dirty trick ever perpetrated by the Texas Rangers. Bit’s father, Saku, works for the rangers and
Bit isn’t too worried about the massacre. Bit’s loyal to her father and sides against her perceived
enemy, the Comanche. The Comanche hated everyone and everyone hated them back.
The Comanche referred to themselves as “the people” and they referred to whites, blacks, other
Natives (outside the tribe) as “non-people.” They were the least hospitable tribe in all of the
Americas. The nicest thing I can say about them is, “they wanted to be left alone.” They seem to
have invented a Native American version of isolationism. Also, geography helped them stay
isolated for a long time.
The character of MUKWOORɄ (based on Comanche mukua "spirit"), translated as “Spirit
Talker,” is a Comanche shaman. He takes all sorts of ingredients and mixes them in a pouch. He
prays (it’s a magical curse); that’s what shamans do. He leaves the seeds to sit. In the night, a
panther enters the encampment urinates on the bag… the next morning the shaman smells the
bag and smiles… he scatters the wildflower seeds just outside one of the white settlements. If the
director, and the art director, wants to use bluebonnets (or Indian blanket) for this scene, that
would work well.
FORESHADOWING: Time passes and occasionally one of the white settlers' horses will eat the
wildflowers, die from the poison but will be reanimated as a zombie and run wild attacking
cowboys and settlers until the horse is killed. Children are chased by crazed jackrabbits until
their mothers come and kill the rabbits. The horses and rabbits fail to infect anyone; no humans
are turned into zombies.
Young Bit is left in the settlement while her father goes to spy on the Comanche. Bit is there and
witnesses the animal zombism begin. Eventually, the settlers believe the place is cursed and they
pack their items. And later with the discovery of a dozen dead Comanche and the possibility of
war, they still move farther west. When her father returns from West Texas he finds her
abandoned, hungry and cold. After this, she always travels with him.
As white encroachment truly begins, tensions were high between Texas Rangers and the
Comanche. The Comanche have gathered their army at the bottom of the Palo Duro canyon.
Every time they have sent a white scout (or spy) they never return; they are hunted and killed by
the Comanche. The rangers want to better monitor the Comanche. As a result, the Texas army
recruits a group of Wichita. Bit's father is offered a job as a spy; he’s worked for the Texas
Rangers previously. He agrees in the hopes that the president will grant him a house, improving
the lives of his family. His wife is ill and needs better shelter.
A BOTANIST from the East, crosses the Sabine River and sets out innocently across the
prairies. He is documenting, drawing and collecting plant life. One thing is clear… he has a
journal with everything he finds and a good set of notes on each find. Because the zombism is
tied to a plant… this journal is a valuable military resource/weapon.
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When a dozen Comanche men are hunting buffalo in an area near where the hybrid seeds are
growing. They all die unexpectedly. Whilst claims of their deaths were attributed to a buffalo
stampede, some of the Comanche were sceptical of the narrative being pushed by the whites.
The Comanche hunter’s bodies are left to rot in the hot sun but almost immediately a Comanche
boy finds the bruised and broken bodies and reports back ot the tribe. Of course, he doesn’t
report any bullet holes in the bodies; he’s a mere boy. He does however notice a dozen or more
dead zombie buffalo a few hundred yards away. Then, settlers moving west discover the bodies;
they turn dramatically and return to the nearest settlement. Soon both adversaries know about the
dozen dead bodies.
First, the panther comes and feasts on the dead Comanche hunters; then a pack of wolves and
finally come a frenzy of 100 coyotes. By the time the Comanche women come to bury the
bodies, there isn’t much evidence of bullet wounds. However, speculation is rife.
There is far more action in this script than dialogue. Let’s just say it’s a homage to BOTH
Texans and Natives. Historically neither are prone to over-talk any subject. Texans have always
been quiet. We don't talk much, because nothing much happens. But when something does
happen (like a dozen dead Comanche warriors), everybody talks about it. And everybody knows
about it. And we never forget it.
Once Texas Ranger commander JACK HAYS overhears talk in the barbershop, he realizes the
massacre of the Comanche hunters might have been a serious mistake on his part. He travels
around the state from barbershop to barbershop conducting damage control and trying to prevent
an erupting conflict – Comanche vs the new Republic of Texas. He blames the Comanche deaths
on the buffalo so that if war comes it will be justified.
During a meeting with Saku, Jack Hays requests him to travel to the Comanche tribe and spread
the message, that the deaths were caused by buffalo.
After Saku leaves the settlement, Hays re-travels the barbershop circuit again and spreads the
rumour that it was the Wichitas who ambushed the Comanche and made it look like a buffalo
stampede. Word will travel from the whites eventually to the Comanche camp. He feels this lie
will direct the Comanche hostility away from the whites. Divide the natives and conquer. We
learn this idea of pitting the Comanche against the Wichita comes from the president, Mirabeau
“Buonaparte” LAMAR.
Bit will later figure it out that it's all been a ruse conspired by Hays and the president, to
strategically protect the interests of the whites. Saku is a mere pawn. By sending a Wichitan to
spread lies, Hays is taking advantage of the situation to further the tension between the two
tribes. The misinformation propagated in Saku’s message brings a tragic turn of events. The
Comanche people now feel they need to retaliate against Saku, first of the lie and then because
he is working for the rangers. They torture Saku and he’s presumed to be dead.
The script eventually reveals that Bit was there when Hays organised the deaths of the fallen
Comanche hunters. The buffalo hunters, surprised when the zombie-like buffalo don’t run; the
Comanche hunters are chased by the crazed buffalo, but we learn that when chased over a rise,
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the hunters were ambushed by Texas Rangers. Their dead bodies are trampled by the buffalo
after they were shot dead. Then the buffalo turn on the rangers but with superior weaponry,
Mississippi rifles, (headshots) the zombie buffalo are slaughtered. Bit witnessed the entire bazaar
event and it’s a lingering puzzle to her.
Bit is now clearly aware of the zombism. She doesn’t understand it’s origins but she’s trying to
sort it in her mind.
As revenge for the Council House Fight, rather than attack the Wichita tribe, Buffalo Hump
leads a Comanche raiding party in an attack on Linnville (modern-day Port Lavaca). They take
furniture from the Linnville warehouses and return to West Texas. As the Comanche return, they
are confronted by Hays, who is dumbfounded. “Furniture!” The Comanche abandon the furniture
on the prairie and run for the high plains. Rather than pursue them, Hays peels off and heads
toward the Wichita camp. If the Comanche won’t attack the Wichita (and start an Indian vs.
Indian war) then he will do it instead and he’ll make it look like the Comanche did it.
Hays’ men strike Bit's village in the middle of the night to enflame a tribal war. Evidence is
planted to make it look like a Comanche raid.
At the same time her village is attacked, Bit finds Mukwoorʉ (the shaman) wandering on the
prairie, with no horse and blind by old age. He tells her of the new hybrid/magical wildflower
and about its properties and effects. She’s interested in it as a weapon, because of all the animals
she’s seen go berserk. The shaman is blind and doesn’t know what direction is what but she
follows the dead buffalo herd’s trail north and finds the flowers. She collects more than enough
and put them in her pouch.
When she returns to her Wichita village, she finds that it has been burned to the ground
“supposedly” by the Comanche with the remains of dead bodies scattered around. Only a few
Wichita escape. Bit’s girlfriend escapes with several others.
Unbeknownst to Bit, her father is being tortured by the Comanche.
She’s incredibly young (now 15), but the sole survivor of her band, Bit goes to Hays and the
president and begs for a job in the rangers; she’s only suited to be a spy. Hays, against the wishes
of President Lamar, places her in a ranger unit, where she’s treated as a servant and cook. She’s
disgusted because that will never allow her to get revenge on the Comanche.
She goes exploring and finds petroleum (a tar pit) not far from the ranger’s jail/prison. She is
offered firearm training but rejects it. Bit is raped by rangers; Hays only scolds the rapists, “we
are trying to win their heart and minds.” She however trains relentlessly and quietly with a lance
and bow. She makes her own arrows. She hunts Texas prairie chickens for their distinctive
feathers. Her lance will be a signature of revenge. She grows into a warrior while waiting for the
rangers to use her in the war.
Later, Bit is more mature. Her first mission for Hays is to spy on an encampment of Comanche.
Not long after, Bit uncovers a devastating truth that plants the seeds of vengeance in her mind.
She finds her father in the camp. He was previously tortured by the Comanche, with his eyes
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poked out. Her father only recognizes her as she sobs and she promises to save him. However, he
begs his daughter to leave him and get the hell out of there (back to safety). Bit leaves her father
as he requests but she runs off every horse in the Comanche camp before going back to the
ranger settlement.
She needs to get answers to her new questions. Did Hays and Lamar know her father was being
held and why didn’t he try to rescue him? They sent Saku to spy but then abandoned him? And
where did the rumours come from that the Wichita ambushed the Comanche hunting party?
Hays is summoned to deal with a “border problem” with the Mexicans. While Hays is butchering
Mexican immigrants in the south, he leaves only doltish jailers and construction workers behind
and Bit’s able to break into the ranger HQ (now a large and growing prison). She uncovers
documents implicating Hays and the president, in scheming to frame the Wichita tribe for the
Comanche buffalo stampede deaths. She also finds that the rangers were responsible for the
massacre of her village; it wasn’t the Comanche as the rangers insisted.
Bit prepares to take revenge against the rangers, but Hays isn’t there at the time. Not part of her
job, she takes bucket after bucket from the tar pit to the prison, climbs a ladder and pours it on
the roof. Of course, everyone knows it might stop the leaks when it rains. Someone mentions that
it hardly ever rains anyway in Texas, but that’s not what Bit is about.
Finished with his atrocities at the border, Hays returns north. A ranger finds the bones of the
botanist out on the prairie. Most importantly he finds the scientist’s journal. He hands the book to
his boss, Hays.
After a time, Hays and the rangers return to the settlement. Bit has been waiting patiently.
She hasn’t been a cook for a time (since she became a spy) but she enters the cooking area; the
other Native women, acting as cooks, seem to know to step aside. They defer to Bit’s new
design. She poisons the soup of several rangers with the wildflowers; they die but are reanimated
in the night. The plant brings them back as zombies, just like it did the animals.
Before the coming full-on zombie rampage Bit releases the prisoners in the jail, most of which
are Natives and runaway slaves. There are also several ugly (or mentally defective) white
prisoners, clearly social rejects for some reason; basically in any era if the rangers don’t like you
then you are going to prison. No different today. The Texas Rangers are clearly making money
off the practice. The prisoners disappear out into the prairie.
All night, the rangers turned zombies rampage around the camp. As the other rangers come to
deal with the outbreak, Bit picks them off with lance and bow. She also ensures that none escape
by turning the horses loose. She wounds the last ranger and drags him leaving a blood trail into
the prison; this lures the zombies inside. She closes the door behind them and then lights the
entire prison on fire. The building goes up like a bonfire (the tar on the roof).
The zombies and rangers everyone remaining, all burn. No survivors, living or undead, remain.
The entire settlement is a smoking wasteland.
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Bit on a horse leads a packhorse with an apparent deadman tied over the saddle into a “lost
canyon.” At the bottom of the canyon is a zombie chained to a post. Bit pulls up just near enough
so we see Bit’s old girlfriend (distinctive necklace). The zombie, Náttih, runs to the length of the
chain and is stopped. Clearly, Bit is pained by it all… but she can’t kill her former girlfriend. Bit
knows exactly how close she can get to the chained zombie. As Náttih moves back to the post,
Bit pulls the packhorse near what would be inside the chain’s length. She cuts the ropes tying the
body to the packhorse. He falls to the ground and when he hits we realize that he’s a ranger and
is alive, though barely. The zombie runs at the ranger and consumes him. The packhorse bolts
out of range. Bit, calmly turns her horse out of the canyon. The implication of the scene is that
Bit is wandering the state randomly kidnapping rangers and feeding them to her former
girlfriend.
It’s not clear how or why, but after the massacre of her village, somehow Bit’s girlfriend has
been converted into a zombie. Could be wild animals transferred the virus or perhaps someone
else (Hays) could be using the plant as a weapon against the Natives. The whites used smallpox
against Native populations, so why not?
After feeding the ranger to the zombie, Bit leaves and doesn’t stop riding until she reaches a sign
“Austin – the new Capital of Texas.” The camera pans a full 180° and we see Bit is now in full
transformation; she’s wearing a skull helmet. Comanche men used to make helmets from the
skulls of buffalo. This final scene hints at transgenderism. Bit’s slowly transformed herself from
a young, innocent, and shy lesbian into a seriously dangerous warrior.
She’s about to unleash her wrath on the new capital. Four rangers ride out to confront her.
END OF MOVIE
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FADE IN
BEGIN TITLES
If the producers can licence Bob Dylan’s The Times Are a
Changin', that song would be tremendous.
This film will be different. You are about to read, and
eventually, audiences will see a movie where the Native
American’s win a battle. And the protagonist will be a Native
of the female persuasion.
The camera pans the north Texas hill country.
SUPER: The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the
world. - 2 Corinthians 10:4.
INT. GRASS HOUSE - WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALL – DAY
The Wichita willage is located almost ten miles up a tiny
tributary of the Red River (now days called Wichtia Falls). It
is a nice spot at the side of a small waterfall. The village
is built around a Spanish mission.
The MEN are clearing the trees and grass along the banks of
the river to build grass houses. A small group of HUNTERS
enter the village with some killed game. The WOMEN and GIRLS
work preparing the soil all along the river for new gardens
(corn). A few CRAFTSMEN build canoes. A BOY (9) works tieing
strips of grass, which will be woven into the roofs. ANOTHER
BOY (7) is working by collecting stones from the field and
taking them into various grass houses to be used in fireplace
hearths in the houses. Everyone has a role to play.
BIT (13) lives in a grass house in a large Wichita village.
Bit’s MOTHER (30) is dying. She’s ill in bed. Bit enters.
MOTHER
Bit, Come here.
BIT
Oh, good I love stories.

MOTHER
I hear the priests are teaching you to
read and write. What do you read?
BIT
(uninspired)
It’s the bible, mom.
MOTHER
Well, there are some nice stories there.
BIT
And some ugly one’s too.
Bit’s mother feels a bit awkward. Her daughter is a rebel.
MOTHER
What do you write?
BIT
But I’m never allowed to leave the
village…
MOTHER
That’s normal.
BIT
So there isn’t anything to write.
MOTHER
Can’t you write the stories the boys bring
back?
BIT
Mom, I don’t talk to those dolts.
MOTHER
I want to tell you a story. Can you write
this down?
Bit runs to fetch her school supplies.
MOTHER
When the creator, Man-Never-On-Earth,
decided there would be people he wanted
two kinds. He set out a blanket and a bow
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and arrows on the ground, and he called to
Boy Chief and What See It. He told them to
pick which one they wanted. Boy Chief was
a dolt, but he was the male, so he got to
choose first. He took the bow and arrow
and left What See It with the blanket. The
followers of Boy Chief became Comanche,
the people. What See It became the mother
of us Wichita.
BIT
I heard that he almost chose the blanket.
If he had done that, we would have had the
violent nature. What do you think of that?
MOTHER
Boy Chief was not only spineless, but he
wasn’t very smart, either. The White men
will wipe them out because of it and we
will continue.
BIT
Mom, when will you be better?
MOTHER
I don’t know, honey.
Bit writes.
END TITLES
EXT. HILL TOP – WATERLOO (FUTURE AUSTIN) – DAY
SUB:

THE FUTURE CAPITAL OF TEXAS - 1839 - WATERLOO, TEXAS

TWO RANGERS on horseback come to a small mountain and stop.
They remain planted on their horses. With just a bit of
elevation (781 feet), they look down at the Colorado River,
the new capital and then out at the vastness of Texas. There
is construction down in the new city. Slave labour.
YOUNGER RANGER
Big country.
OLDER RANGER
And you’re smack dab in the middle of it.
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YOUNGER RANGER
What’s that they’re building down there?
OLDER RANGER
That’s gonna be the president's mansion.
YOUNGER RANGER
I heard they’z moving the capital from
Washington on the Brazos. This it?
OLDER RANGER
Listen up, you’re the new guy. No offence,
but you look and act still green and I
ain’t explainin’ nothing twice.
YOUNGER RANGER
Mister, ain’t nobody ever had to tell me
something twice, except my mom. And if
somebody, other than her, tried I’d lay
into ‘em.
The older ranger pauses to contemplate.
OLDER RANGER
I like that. You’ll probably fit in.
Probably. But there are a few things you
need to know.
YOUNGER RANGER
Like?
OLDER RANGER
One, this is a new country.
YOUNGER RANGER
The Republic of Texas.
OLDER RANGER
‘course it is and now republics ‘re…
they’re like babies…
YOUNGER RANGER
Huh?
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OLDER RANGER
You know fragile like.
YOUNGER RANGER
Okay.
The OLDER RANGER points in vague directions and gestures as he
speaks.
OLDER RANGER
(south)
If we get weak or distracted, well the
Mexicans’ll be right back in our lap.
YOUNGER RANGER
I had to fight this kid in school every
damn day. He just kept coming back.
A long beat as the older rangers calculates if he’s gonna like
the young new kid.
OLDER RANGER
Ya, well… there’s plenty of reasons we
might get weak or distracted. You got the
meanest low down horse tribe on the plains
out to the west.
YOUNGER RANGER
Comanche. I heard they’re a bunch of
kidnappers.
OLDER RANGER
It’s their living basically.
YOUNGER RANGER
And I heard they’ll kill ya in a
heartbeat. Don’t think we’re human; can
you believe that?
OLDER RANGER
They’ll try and NOT to kill ya… but that’s
only so they can torture ya. And now that
you’re a ranger they’d love nothing better
than to get to roasting ya.
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YOUNGER RANGER
And there’s a bunch of war tribes up North
too?
OLDER RANGER
I ain’t never seen a Kiowa ain’t no
Cheyenne either.
(beat)
If you go south far enough or on the other
side of the Comancheria, New Mexico, you
might see an Apache.
YOUNGER RANGER
Ya reckon? What about them tall ones?
OLDER RANGER
The Wichita are harmless. They might cheat
ya but they ain’t gonna kill ya.
YOUNGER RANGER
All the friendlies, ‘ll do that?
OLDER RANGER
Don’t say that; rangers don’t use that
sort of language. Friendlies? Just say
they won’t kill you.
YOUNGER RANGER
Tradin’ Indians? Like whur ‘re them?
OLDER RANGER
Mostly North and East. For example, you
got the Kickapoo, the Wichita and the
Caddo and a dozen other tribes… but hell
they’re on our side. Sort a.
YOUNGER RANGER
How do ya know which ones ‘re fr… won’t
kill ya?
OLDER RANGER
You’ll know when you see them.
(beat)
They’ll look weak.
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YOUNGER RANGER
I bought this knife off a Wichita trader
up on someplace, almost to the Red.
The younger ranger pulls out a Bowie knife.
OLDER RANGER
Near the falls?
YOUNGER RANGER
Yep.
OLDER RANGER
He look weak to ya?
YOUNGER RANGER
Yea, he did now that you mention it. Just
a little bit weak. I see what you mean.
OLDER RANGER
Forget the Wichita. Ya got more problems
than getting your money took by a bunch a
lyin’ cheatin’ Indians.
YOUNGER RANGER
I like my knife.
OLDER RANGER
Look, we’re white and we’s supposed to
sell them worthless shit. Comanches buy
from them; leave them to get took.
YOUNGER RANGER
I heard we got Cherokee right east a here.
OLDER RANGER
In about two days we’re gonna have a new
president, one that ain’t no Indian lover,
liekthe last one. Lamar’ll fix them and
every other tribe holdin’ on. Caddo,
Kickapoo, all of ‘um. One at a time.
(beat)
And then there will only be the Comanche
to worry about.
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YOUNGER RANGER
It always comes back to the Comanche don’t
it.
OLDER RANGER
Best to wear them down slowly. The lesser
tribes could stand an ass kicking and a
chase right now, but I ain’t no politician.
YOUNGER RANGER
Hey, you reckon we ought to join the
union? You know for like protection?
OLDER RANGER
If the Comanche ever gather, no army in
the world can defeat them. It won’t matter
if we’re in the states ur not.
YOUNGER RANGER
What we gonna do?
OLDER RANGER
Feeling threatened by the Comanche
naturally, we send scouts out to keep an
eye on them.
YOUNGER RANGER
And what’re they doing?
OLDER RANGER
Don’t know; none ‘em never come back ‘et.
I’m guessin’ tain’t native enough.
(beat)
So, if they ask you…
YOUNGER RANGER
Don’t worry; ain't going no were by myself
for a long while.
EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALL – DAY
Bit is at a fire… or food preparation area.
Bit and NÁTTIH (Bit’s first crush) arrives holding a water
bucket.
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BIT
My mom is going to be well. Boiled locust
pods, sumac berries, and yucca fruits
pounded and glazed in their own juice.
Bit points to ceramic jars.
BIT
Mesquite beans, sunflower seeds, juniper
berries, and grama grass seeds.
(beat)
Father left the ribs of a deer and a
stomach full of blood.
She gestures to the fire.
BIT
Onions and chili peppers are in the pouch.
Bit points to a leather bag she normally carries.
Náttih is thrilled. She smiles and walks briskly away. Bit
rises from her kitchen; she picks up her water bucket and
dumps out the water; Bit now has an excuse to follow her to
the river. Rather than fetch water, they run a short distance
away to the river and innocently (experimentally) hold hands
in the reeds. Several Wichita women, also there for water, see
the kiss and giggle. The priest scolds the woman.
PRIEST
(to the older women)
Shameful. You natives have not an inkling
what sin is or how to curb your unnational
appetites.
Bit and Náttih smile and fill their water buckets and run back
to the village.
PRIEST
Those girls are going to burn in hell and
you’ll be responsible for letting it
happen!
The Wichita women appear to be ashamed, momentarily. When the
priest turns to Bit and her friend, they are gone. The priest
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leaves looking for them. When the priest is gone, the native
women begin to giggle again.
Bit returns to her house. This is a quasi-temporary Indian
village; the house is made of forked cedar poles. The poles
are dried grasses.
Bit looks inside, we see her sick MOTHER in bed. The
grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins are all surrounding
the bed. Her condition has worsened.
Bit’s father, SAKU, exits the house and takes the water in
hand.
BIT
Father, you’re the leader of our clan. You
can’t go to the priest for a doctor?
SAKU
Where will he find a doctor?
BIT
You asked?
SAKU
He said to pray.
Bit might enter the grass house, but it’s already crowded
inside and she’d rather watch from a distance. We see her
despair. For Bit, it’s a morose death watch.
Bit storms off angry.
EXT. WASHINGTON ON THE BRAZOS – DAY
SUPER: INAUGURATION DAY – 1838 – WASHINGTON ON THE BRAZOS
The first capital of Texas is nothing but six or seven log
cabins in the East Texas woods. None of the cabins are larger
than 20’ x 12’.
It’s inauguration day for the villainous MIRABEAU LAMAR. Lamar
checks his pocket watch; it’s 12:10 pm.
The Republic has spent at least a dollar on decorations, three
sets of bunting. One is hanging oddly from a tree. For four
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dollars they have built a podium about a foot above the mud.
There are at least 40 people there, sitting on fallen logs.
There is a rostrum and four chairs on the podium. SAM HOUSTON
is at the rostrum droning on. Texas Ranger commander COFEE
“JACK” HAYS and Mirabeau Lamar are on the podium and checking
their watches. They seem both pissed. The next Vice President,
DAVID BURNET, is there on the podium with them. The crowd is
largely asleep. It’s Sam Houston’s farewell address.
HOUSTON
I’d like to think during my term as
President, I have maintained the Rangers
but that I also used diplomacy and
presents to keep the peace with the
Comanche and Kiowa. I treated the Cherokee
and several other tribes as allies, and if
there’s anything a new nation needs its
allies. I’ve lived with the Cherokee, and
I’d like to ask the next President to be
reasonable and not to destroy the good
relations we’ve built with the Cherokee.
Houston glances around behind him and it’s clear Lamar isn’t
even listening. Lamar and Burnet are whispering/chatting. Hays
is checking his pocket watch AGAIN for the time. It’s 2:30 pm.
On the other hand, Houston will speak for three hours, mainly
repeating things that everyone already understands. Hays,
Lamar and Burnet carry on a conversation in chairs behind
Houston. They speak in a hushed tone, but it’s still
borderline disrespectful.
BURNET
About the Cherokee, speaking just about
the economics. They’ve agreed to move out
of Texas; they just wanna collect their
harvest and go. Maybe hold off for a bit?
LAMAR
Don’t worry; we’ll harvest their crops. I
like cornbread just like the next man.
BURNET
But the expense of war… wait a few months?
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LAMAR
Not a chance in hell. I campaigned on
extermination and I plan to keep my word.
BURNET
Well, you do what you see as best. You’re
about to THE president, after all.
LAMAR
If he ever gets finished, I’ll get
started.
Time passes…
HOUSTON
(uneasy & relictant)
And so, in conclusion, I leave the
presidency and hand the reigns of power to
my good friend Mirabeau Lamar.
Congratulations, Mr. President.
Lamar checks his watch a final time. It’s 3 pm. Everyone
stands and they shake hands.
LAMAR
Three fuckin’ hours, Sam. You’ve got to be
kidding.
Instead of taking the rostrum to deliver his inauguration
speech, now President Lamar angrily/quickly throws the speech
to Hays and Hays then hands it (like a hot potato) to Burnet.
Lamar gestures for Burnet to deliver the speech for him.
Burnet doesn’t want to read the speech but what can he do?
Lamar and Hays are already mounting their horses.
A hack NEWSPAPERMAN is there, notepad in hand, drumming up
more sentiment for new Indian wars. Texas is bankrupt from the
Mexican war. But a new Indian war would sell newspapers.
NEWSPAPER MAN
Mr. President, where ya’ going?
(beat)
To make good on your promises? And kill
some Indians?
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LAMAR
I only expect to kill a few. The others I
expect to chase into Oklahoma, maybe
Arkansas.
Lamar whips his horse. Lamar and Hays ride west.
CITIZEN
Where you reckon he’s going in such a
hurry?
NEWSPAPER MAN
Neches, maybe?
EXT. TEXAS PRARIE – WEST OF THE FALLS - DAY
Bit is out blowing off steam; a DOG follows her from the
Wichita village. Bit finds a trail of furniture, clocks, a
piano, and clothes on the prairie. An empty barrel that once
contained flour. Pots and pans.
BIT
(to the dog)
It seems to lighten the load, they’ve
dumped most of their belongings.
(beat)
Maybe they have some medicine?
Bit follows the trail she stops at a small grave. Apparently,
a child has died. It’s a very shallow grave; part of a tiny
hand extends from the dirt. The shovel is abandoned.
Bit continues and stops again to take a distinctive necklace
from a discarded jewellery box.
When Bit finds the STARVING FAMILY of settlers in an empty
Conestoga wagon, the famished woman points to Bit as if to
request something. Bit offers her the necklace, which the
woman’s not interested in. The settler woman is interested in
Bit’s food pouch. Bit keeps the necklace but gives the woman
her food.
Bit looks at the man, who is nearly fainting. She points in
the direction of the Wichita village. She says nothing and he
seems to understand.
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Bit returns to her village and gives Náttih the distinctive
necklace. Náttih is elated. The Wichita women chuckle. Bit is
clearly two-spirited.
EXT. SOUTH OF COUNCIL CREEK – EARLY DAWN
A JACKRABBIT scampers by two Indian villages (Cherokee and
Deleware). A QUAIL nests. A COYOTE hurries, nose to the
ground, following the jackrabbit’s scent through the darkness.
The coyote looks up and notices the villages, but they are not
a reason to miss a meal. He continues to trail the rabbit.
When the coyote hears the cry of a quail, he veers toward it,
ears pricked. We can see the saliva from the coyote’s mouth at
the prospect of a quail meal.
With muzzle down, ears, hindquarters and his tail up, the
coyote moves along, but suddenly the coyote stops. There is
the clanking of a tin coffee cup and the coyote’s eyes grow
huge. Chagrin flashes in the coyote’s eyes when he realizes
it’s an army of whites. He bolts away.
180° with the CAMERA, and we see hidden in a draw an army of
500 rangers, cleaning their guns and making ready for a
battle.
EXT. COUNCIL CREEK - WEST OF TYLER – MORNING
CHEROKEE WOMEN and a Cherokee girl, WOYA (13), are working in
a cornfield. Woya has a hoe and is chopping weeds. Two
CHEROKEE MEN are debating taking Woya to capture horses.
CHEROKEE #1
We don’t know she has horse magic.
CHEROKEE #2
She’s a strong Cherokee woman.
CHEROKEE #1
Almost a woman.
CHEROKEE #2
But her older brother was good with
horses.
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CHEROKEE #1
The horses can wait.
(beat)
Everyone, the men, must stay here. The
Texans’ might come and the elders won’t
leave until the corn is ready. Wisely.
CHEROKEE #2
You think the rangers will wait a month?
Cherokee #1 looks up and see’s the rangers have arrived. The
corn is tall and the women in the field can’t see the rangers.
CHEROKEE #1
No.
CHEROKEE #2
How many?
CHEROKEE #1
A dozen or more.
Cherokee #1 looks in all four directions.
Cherokee #2 signals the women to exit the field. He rides
nearer to rush them back to the safety of the village.
In the back of the field and not hearing, Woya remains in the
field. She’s singing while she works. She’s a member of a
peaceful hunter/gatherer tribe.
EXT. COMANCHE VILLAGE – FAR WEST TEXAS – MORNING
Contrast Woya with a COMANCHE WOMAN, who is working and nearly
jumps out of her moccasins when a buffalo unwittingly bushes
against a mesquite and dove scatter. The Comanche woman draws
a knife and is scared out of her wits. She’s a member of a war
tribe that has many enemies because of their marauding.
EXT. COUNCIL CREEK - WEST OF TYLER – MORNING
There are only a dozen rangers on a ridge overlooking the
Neches River. Hays and Lamar look down on the Cherokee village
and cornfields. Cherokee built log cabins; it’s a very
permanent settlement.
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HAYS
You want the men up here, so they can see
us. We could fill this ridge.
LAMAR
No.
HAYS
Might coax them along, peaceful like. Sir.
LAMAR
Tell Chief Bowl they can stop after they
cross the Red. And by tomorrow, I want to
see a white flag.
Hays rides into the Cherokee camp.
EXT. SOUTH OF COUNCIL CREEK - DAY
We see nothing but the coyote's haunch and he’s still running,
tail under his legs.
EXT. COUNCIL CREEK - WEST OF TYLER – AFTERNOON
Hays rides back from the Cherokee village, to report the
negotiations.
HAYS
He reminded me that they WILL leave for
Oklahoma…
LAMAR
He’s been promising that and I don’t think
he’s moved an inch.
HAYS
AND he said, if you personally can promise
there won’t be winter where they’re going,
then they’ll leave without the corn.
LAMAR
That smartass is gonna pay.
Hays doesn’t have to wait for orders. He can smell the
politics; Lamar needs and wants a massacre.
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HAYS
Mount up.
Lamar looks down at the Delaware people running from their
neighboring village to join the Cherokee.
SUPER: THE BATTLE OF NECHES - WEST OF TYLER – JULY 15, 1839
Delaware warriors arrive and now there are 600-700 natives,
but only 12 have guns. The tribes have settled into an
agricultural existence. They have only bows.
But the coyote foreshadowed that there are 500 well equipped,
fully armed, Texas Rangers. They are brought up from hiding.
OLDER RANGER
It’s gonna be a slaughter.
YOUNGER RANGER
(nervously)
Still…
OLDER RANGER
(chuckling humor)
Don’t worry they aren't many gonna shoot
back at ya. Most of ‘um they ain’t even
got guns.
YOUNGER RANGER
Well, I ain’t scared if that’s what you
mean.
OLDER RANGER
But I wouldn’t get too close to ‘em.
YOUNGER RANGER
Didn’t these tribes agree to leave?
OLDER RANGER
Politics, bloody ol’ elections.
YOUNGER RANGER
We can’t wait another month and let them
have their corn?
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OLDER RANGER
Orders is orders, boy.
YOUNGER RANGER
A perfect waste, if you ask me.
OLDER RANGER
(more humour)
Oh, I forgot. President Lamar was asking
me what you thought.
The Rangers charge into the camp and it is a slaughter.
Woya hears the ranger’s horse charge and then the shooting.
Instead of running away, she runs into the battle.
One of the Cherokee with a gun is killed and she picks up the
gun; she roughly shots a ranger’s horse and then the ranger.
The gun only had two bullets.
Woya’s out of bullets so she runs to a fallen Native and picks
up his bow. She’s not entirely skilled but she shots another
ranger’s horse with an arrow. That ranger shots her in the
gut. It’s the sort of wound it will take several days for her
to die.
EXT. THE ROAD TO SAN ANTIONIO – DAY
Bit and Saku are riding horses. Bit has a larger bag than her
father. He looks at it and chuckles.
BIT
Where exactly are we going?
SAKU
To San Antonio.
BIT
Why?
SAKU
To translate.
BIT
And scout?
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SAKU
Maybe later.
BIT
You mean a spy. No. That’s too dangerous.
SAKU
Why? I lived with the Comanche until I was
your age.
BIT
You are a captive!
SAKU
I’m not a child anymore. And it’s too much
work to capture me again and keep a grown
man.
BIT
No, they’ll just kill you.
SAKU
They won’t. It’s all about the
negotiation.
BIT
No. With mom dying, I’ll be alone.
SAKU
Don’t worry, dear.
BIT
Don’t spy.
SAKU
I won’t.
BIT
What happens up here?
SAKU
This is only a meeting. To discuss things.
BIT
What’s going to be said?
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SAKU
Well, both sides a tired of war. So there
will be an agreement.
BIT
Comanches and white in the same room?
Someone will die.
SAKU
No. No. There’s an understanding, a truce
to negotiate and exchange captives and
ultimately they might get around to making
peace.
BIT
Well, when they start killing each other,
promise me you will get out of there?
SAKU
Both sides have promised. No violence.
It’s a truce, a white flag.
BIT
(scoffs at the idea)
Right.
SAKU
The Comanches just want recognition of the
boundaries of the Comancheria, their land,
and the whites just want the release of
prisoners.
BIT
Children. The whites want their babies
back.
SAKU
The whites love their children too.
BIT
The Comanche will want to be paid. And you
want to get involved?
SAKU
Sure. Why not?
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BIT
Are we gonna let mom die?
SAKU
Just like that, you ask me that?
BIT
While you are translating, I’ll find her
some medicine.
SAKU
You aren’t going into the city.
BIT
Oh!
SAKU
We’ll make a camp and you can wait.
BIT
I won’t.
SAKU
How many times have I told you not to go
into a city? It’s not for you and
certainly not today.
BIT
You told me that it was dangerous.
(beat)
You told me about traders.
SAKU
That’s not why I told you not to go.
BIT
What’s more dangerous than a trader?
SAKU
Rangers and there will be an army of them
up here.
BIT
Then what do we do about the medicine?
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SAKU
I’ll take care of it.
BIT
Mom’s gonna die.
SAKU
Of course not.
(beat)
Listen to me and do not go there.
(beat)
Any thirteen-year-old girl… the ranger’s
blood will be up with all those Comanche
around. I can’t let that happen to you.
(beat)
Do you understand?
BIT
I’m just telling you; I plan to bring back
medicine for mom.
Bit holds open the bag she’s been carrying. She opens it and
inside Saku sees all the loot (knives and forks and a few
books) abandoned by the starving settlers.
SAKU
Listen to me and do not go there.
(beat)
I can never let anything happen to you.
BIT
Do you understand; I’m going to buy
medicine?
Bit is no Patty Duke. Saku rides contemplating what to do with
his obstinate teenage daughter.
EXT. COUNCIL CREEK - WEST OF TYLER – DAY
The Cherokee and Deleware are reeling
are nursing their wounded and burying
they are packing up their belongings.
the last log cabin, not burned. Their
will be abandoned.
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from the defeat. They
their dead. And already
There is a white flag on
wattle and daub homes

Woya is seriously wounded and death is approaching, but she
fights it. A Cherokee woman (WOYA’S MOM) is in hysterics and
is pulled away and forced on a wagon.
A CHEROKEE TEEN (female) places a poultice of wild plants on
the wound. Woya is in great pain but looks curious.
CHEROKEE TEEN
Wildflowers, bluebonnets, phlox, Mexican
hat, paintbrush, blanket, rye, clover, and
hairy vetch.
The Cherokee teen wraps her belly tightly in a bolt of cloth.
The Cherokee teen looks longingly at the wagons and few horses
the tribe has. A chief says nothing but shakes his head, no.
CHEROKEE TEEN
You rest and when you are better follow
us.
Given the severity of the wound, it’s not realistic but the
teen (probably her friend) doesn’t want Woya to panic or
resist the tribe leaving.
Woya watches her tribe, both tribes, begin a long trail moving
north. It’s already ugly enough, without a dying girl begging
to be taken north. There aren’t enough wagons or horses.
EXT. SAN ANTONIO - DAY
SUPER: COUNCIL HOUSE FIGHT - SAN ANTONIO - MARCH 19, 1840
Bit and her father reach the city.
BIT
What’s that?
SAKU
The council house.
BIT
Isn’t that man the leader of the rangers?
SAKU
Deputy commander Jack, they call him. Jack
Hays.
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Hays looks ready for a fight; he’s wearing his game face.
Lamar looks like the consummate two-faced politician. They
both know what is about to happen; only Lamar can smile about
it.
BIT
Please don’t tell me there’s going to be
fighting.
SAKU
No fighting. Not today.
Bit watches her father enter the townhall and the Council
House Fight looms. Thirty-three Comanche chiefs enter the
building. And thirty-two other Comanches wait outside. Bit
peers inside; the dialogue appears cordial. The doors are
closed.
Bit leaves to find a trader. TRACKING SHOT: The camera follows
her only a certain distance and then stops. After that, she’s
followed by zoom. The editor keeps cutting back to the Council
House, as if SOMETHING about to happen. Bit keeps glancing
back. Alternate between Bit and the council house.
She finds CHINESE MIGRANTS and trades her bag of goods for a
bottle of snake oil.
BIT
It looks like whiskey.
She opens the bottle.
BIT
It smells like turpentine.
MIGRANT
Rattlesnake.
When she returns to the Council House, a ranger is placing a
bar on the door to keep everyone inside. Shooting begins and
there is shouting. Several Indians break through the doors
(front and back) trying to escape the massacre. They are
already wounded and are shot again in the back. The massacre
continues; with the doors smashed open, Bit runs into the
melee. Fighting all around; Bit manoeuvres around and through
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it. When the cap and ball pistols are empty everyone pulls
knives. The fight continues, hand-to-hand.
Bit finds her father under the table. She joins him. They hug
each other and are equally frightened.
The twenty-five Comanche chiefs died and their bodies are laid
out. Another eight are wounded, but they emerge alive. These
eight are shackled and taken to a prison wagon.
EXT. COUNCIL CREEK - WEST OF TYLER – DAY
Woya calm but then later is disturbed about being abandoned.
She tries to rise but can’t. The pain is terrible. She crawls
until she reaches a dead horse.
WOYA
(to the horse)
You don’t need this anymore? I have to
rejoin my people in the north.
Woya takes the bridle off the dead horse and drags it as she
crawls on. She crawls until she reaches a loose horse in a
pasture.
Then she does the impossible. The typical horse will smell the
blood (and gangrene) and never submit but after three times
the horse allows Woya to bridle her.
Afterwards, there is a problem getting up on the horse.
WOYA
(to the horse)
I don’t think I can persuade you to come
down here?
Woya scans the horizon. Nothing.
EXT. SOUTH OF WHITE SETTLEMENT – DAY
Bit and her father are travelling north from San Antonio.
BIT
What set that off?
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SAKU
You name it. Buffalo, borders and ransom.
BIT
Dead men don’t really demand too much?
SAKU
It put the rangers in a generous mood.
BIT
Money?
SAKU
Some.
BIT
Scouting. More spying?
SAKU
Some.
BIT
But you have to?
SAKU
They promised me a house. A place for your
mother to get out of the weather.
BIT
And you…
SAKU
Well, what would you say?
BIT
Alright. Then it’s okay.
SAKU
Thank you.
BIT
I don’t like them.
SAKU
Who?
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BIT
The Comanche.
SAKU
No one does.
Bit isn’t too worried about the San Antonio massacre. She’s
loyal to her father and sides against the enemy, the Comanche.
EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALLS – DAY
Bit and Saku arrive. Bit runs with the medicine bottle to the
grass house. But the house is empty; even her mother’s bed is
empty.
When her father arrives, she exits the house.
BIT
She’s up. She’s walking around somewhere.
Saku isn’t so excited, fears the worst.
Bit runs through the village. People want to stop her and tell
her the bad news but she’s running so fast.
Bit meets Náttih.
BIT
Mother is up and somewhere.
(beat)
Where?
The girlfriend points to the fresh grave. Above the grave is a
tree; small bandana like articles of cloth are tied to the
limbs.
Bit weeps.
EXT. NORTHWEST OF TYLER – DAY
Woya’s people are out of sight. But she finds a rocky
outcropping or a tree with low branches. It isn’t easy but she
crawls to the top of a large rock/tree and manages to mount
the horse.
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WOYA
(to the horse)
North.
She turns the horse north.
EXT. WEST OF WHITE SETTLEMENT - NIGHT
FLASHBACK: MUKWOORɄ (based on Comanche mukua "spirit"),
translated as “Spirit Talker,” is the Comanche shaman. There
is a camp with EIGHT COMANCHE SHAMAN. They sit around a fire
and they chant.
MUKWOORɄ
The honeyeaters?
A shaman comes forward with some honey and pours it into the
pouch. Most of the Comanche bands were named for what they
liked to eat. One by one the shaman are called on for their
contribution.
MUKWOORɄ
The antelope eaters?
(beat)
The buffalo-eaters?
(beat)
The yap-eaters?
(beat)
Fish eaters?
(beat)
Dog eaters?
(beat)
Buffalo eaters?
(beat)
The people who eat anything!
Each shaman comes forward with some contribution, meat or
seeds or something from their area. Yap eaters ate something
similar to a potato. Maybe more like a yam.
One item from each clan is contributed; it’s very symbolic
because one of the chief reasons the Comanche were defeated is
they never came together and waged war. The Comanche would
fight one or two clans at a time.
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The scene might seem hooky but when the chiefs never could
agree when and where to fight. This scene shows the shamans
agreeing, and waging their own little war.
Mukwoorʉ takes a contribution from each of the shaman
(wildflower seeds) and mixes them in a pouch. He prays (it
will be a magical curse). The shamans retire for the night and
they leave the pouch to sit.
In the night, Mukwoorʉ opens his eyes and watches; he doesn’t
move. A panther enters the encampment urinates on the bag of
seeds…
EXT. SOUTH OF THE RED RIVER – DAY
Woya rides north.
WEST OF WHITE SETTLEMENT - MORNING
The next morning Mukwoorʉ smells the bag and smiles. The other
shaman all jostle with each other to get a smell of the pouch.
Mukwoorʉ opens the pouch and the shaman step back… it might
smell rotten but it doesn't. Mukwoorʉ pulls out a handful of
seeds.
Mukwoorʉ walks outside the camp a few yards. He scatters the
seeds in the wind. The location is just outside of the White
Settlement and we can see it in the background.
BACK TO:
EXT. SOUTH OF THE RED RIVER – DAY
Woya can see her tribe and
but she’s about to die and
she hangs on, and then her
the horse. Something snaps
her eye. Revenge?

the Red River in the far distance,
possibly fall off her horse. But
last conscious thought is to turn
and there is a different look in

WOYA
South.
She turns the horse south. We see in the far background the
Cherokee tribe heading away. She rides south, head down and
motionless. She is a corpse riding.
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EXT. WHITE SETTLEMENT – MORNING TO AFTERNOON
The CHILDREN enter the one-room schoolhouse.
MUSICAL CUE OF FORESHADOWING. The shaman enchanted seeds grow
and flower. A JACKRABBIT arrives and eats them. The rabbit
screams and dies from what is an apparent poisoning, but the
rabbit is soon reanimated.
By the afternoon the children are out of school and we see a
BOY hauling ass through the tall buffalo grass. Only he’s not
running for fun or to get somewhere a bit quicker; he’s
running for his life. Through the grass chasing him is a
zombie jackrabbit. He reaches a solitary tree and climbs it
rapidly. The rabbit runs into the tree and begins to wildly
eat the bark.
When the boy’s friends arrive at the tree, when they see the
crazed jackrabbit they scatter, screaming. The rabbit stays
focused on his quarry, up in the tree.
After a time, the kid's MOTHER comes and shoots the rabbit in
the torso… but the rabbit gets up and runs at the woman. She
fires again and this time it’s a headshot.
The mother stands in awe looking at the rabbit’s corpse.
kid is reluctant to come down from the tree.

The

Later the kid is down from the tree and they are walking home.
BOY
Well, I thought, that big old rabbit, with
the hatred in his eyes, would kill me if I
don’t get up that tree.
MOTHER
Rabies’ gets in people too; good thing
this town’s got a tree. Last town didn’t.
BOY
I know. Lucky me.
MOTHER
Lucky us.
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EXT. WICHITA CAMP OUTSIDE WHITE SETTLEMENT – MORNING
There are a few Wichitans camped (neighbours) outside the
settlement. Some are labourers in town at the stable and
another digging graves. Most however are living the
traditional hunter/gatherers lifestyle. Some work in town.
The rangers want to better monitor the Comanche. As a result,
the Texas army has recruited a group of Wichitas.
Saku tries to explain… Young Bit needs to be left in the camp
while her father goes to spy on the Comanche.
BIT
But why?
SAKU
The white encroachment is increasing.
Tensions are high. There is talk.
BIT
Soon the Texas Rangers and the Comanche
will fight?
SAKU
So we need to keep an eye on them.
BIT
Dad, you aren’t a ranger.
SAKU
The rangers think they have gathered their
army at the bottom of the Palo Duro
canyon.
BIT
Is that true?
SAKU
No, it’s only a white man’s nightmare.
BIT
Silly. The Comanche can’t even agree with
each other.
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SAKU
Well, it's better for their leaders if the
white men are a bit afraid.
BIT
If they aren’t at the canyon, where will
you find them?
SAKU
At this time of the year?
BIT
Hunting buffalo?
SAKU
Smart girl.
BIT
Why can’t the whites send one of their own
men?
SAKU
Every time they have sent a white scout
they never return.
BIT
That’s because they are hunted and killed
by the Comanche. And that’s the reason I
don’t want you to go.
SAKU
Need it.
BIT
Mother is dead. We don’t need the promised
house.
SAKU
I’m going with a group. The men of this
clan.
BIT
It’s not our clan. Let’s go back to the
falls.
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SAKU
The Republic will grant us a house,
improving the lives of our family.
BIT
Our family is just you and I.
SAKU
I need you to stay here for a while.
BIT
Where exactly are you going?
SAKU
Up on the high plains.
BIT
It’s so huge.
SAKU
The Comanche will be hunting buffalo and
when we see that…
BIT
From a safe distance!
SAKU
And we can report it back to Hays. Simple.
Bit wants to cry.
SAKU
What is the most famous beast among the
animals?
BIT
The buffalo.
Bit is stubborn.
BIT
I’ll just come with you then.
SAKU
No. Promise me you will stay here.
(beat)
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Do I need to take your horse?
BIT
If you take him. I’ll steal another.
SAKU
You aren’t Comanche. You’re Wichita.
BIT
So?
SAKU
We’re traders.
(beat)
I’ll take your horse with me.
Bit will be there, outside the settlement, and she’ll witness
the animal zombism. Fascinated by the settlement but forbidden
to enter, Bit watches from a distance.
EXT. WHITE SETTLEMENT – AFTERNOON
TWO DRUNK DUMBASSES leave the saloon and pick up some fishing
poles.
DUMBASS #1
Listen, what ya think goes better with
fish, rum or beer?
DUMBASS #2
Depends what kinda fish?
They find the rabbit carcus… Dumbass #2 pulls his knife.
DUMBASS #1
You gonna cook that? It’s been dead for a
week or two; look at it.
DUMBASS #2
I ain’t eatin’ it.
DUMBASS #1
What ya gonna do then?
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DUMBASS #2
I’m gonna cut some bait. What I’m gonna be
eating is catfish.
The drifter points to a pond.
EXT. EAST TEXAS - DAY
A BOTANIST from the East, crosses the Sabine River and sets
out innocently across the Texas. He is documenting, drawing
and collecting plant life. One thing is clear… he has a
journal with everything he finds and a good set of notes on
each plant he finds.
EXT. POND - WHITE SETTLEMENT – MORNING
The Dumbass #2 catches a giant zombie catfish. They get it up
near enough to realize… almost on the bank.
DUMBASS #1
Cut it loose.
DUMBASS #2
No.
DUMBASS #1
Cut it loose.
DUMBASS #2
No. It’s a whopper. They won’t believe it
down at the saloon.
So Dumbass #2 lands the fish and it is flopping around and
gets #2’s left boots in his mouth. Only the leather saves him.
DUMBASS #1
They won’t believe you, alright. He’s
trying to eat your boot.
DUMBASS #2
(startled)
Jumpin’ Book of Tobit!
Dumbass #2 tries to shake the fish loose from his boot.
Failing that, he pulls out a pistol and shoots the fish in the
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body. The fish lets go of the boot but flops back into the
water.
DUMBASS #1
Why didn’t you shoot him in the head?
DUMBASS #2
Well, I couldn’t. Need my toes. He had my
foot in his mouth.
DUMBASS #1
I ain’t a drinkin’ no more.
EXT. WHITE SETTLEMENT – MORNING
A SETTLER releases his HORSE from a corral and the horse
calmly walks out into the grasslands. He eats the wildflowers,
dies and is reanimated.
MUSICAL CUE: It’s a repeat of the jackrabbit. Only this time
it’s a crazed horse that attacks the town.
A WANDERING COWBOY is cooking beans at a fire. His cowpony
suddenly bolts, breaks the mesquite branch and leaves. The
cowboy is stomped and empties his revolver into the zombie
horse’s torso, with no result. The cowboy’s bitten and
partially eaten by the zombie horse.
The zombie horse trots into town and rampages, empties the
livery stable and destroys half the fences (white picket
fences and other fences).
And then the cowboy arrives, he’s half-eaten but limps through
town, wild. He’s a crazed zombie; he keeps instinctually
reaching for his empty holster. It’s a mere reflex.
Both the horse and the cowboy are shot in the torso eighteen
times each by the townspeople. The horse wrecks the church;
the cowboy wrecks saloon. Both destroy a few shacks and
stampede the cattle in the corral. The horse and cowboy don’t
stop their rampage until they are killed by the SHERIFF,
headshot. The action culminates in front of the Mayor’s large
home, just before the zombies reached his front steps.
Before everyone arrives to gawk, two DUMBASSES have a loud
talk over the cowboy’s nearly headless corpse.
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DUMBASS #1
Something ate at ‘im, but might have been
leprosy.
DUMBASS #2
Combination uh leprosy, jaundice an’
constipation. Hard to say, you using that
high uh calibre.
The mayor and the sheriff arrive at the corpses.
SHERIFF
Had to be done, boys.
MAYOR
A man that has rabies probably will do
things he wouldn't do if he didn't have
rabies. But that doesn't change the fact
that he has rabies.
SHERIFF
Seems to be going around.
The mayor and the sheriff whisper to each other quietly.
MAYOR
I can see this town dying from rabies.
SHERIFF
It’s a big state. Much more of this and
they’ll pack up and move on.
MAYOR
Check everybody in town, will ya?
The townspeople gather around for some official news.
Meanwhile, some travellers happen by; the boy jumps down from
their wagon with a water bucket. A dead horse and cowboy are
laying in the street.
TRAVELLER
Don’t worry about the water boy. I don’t
like the looks ‘uh this place.
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The cowboy, horses and rabbits fail to infect any others. The
mayor steps up on a soapbox.
MAYOR
Nobody has been infected with hydrophobia,
other than this unfortunate soul, so you
can all relax.
(beat)
The good folks mostly win, courage usually
triumphs over fear, and cowhands hardly
ever contract rabies and go mad.
EXT. PRAIRIE - WEST OF WHITE SETTLEMENT - DAY
A dozen Comanche men lay dead in the grass. It’s not far from
where the shaman’s hybrid seeds are growing. It’s unexplained.
It could be attributed to a buffalo stampede, there are a
dozen dead buffalo about 200 yards away.
The Comanche bodies will soon be rotting in the hot sun but
almost immediately a COMANCHE BOY finds the bruised and broken
bodies. He rides west.
EXT. COMANCHE CAMP – WEST TEXAS - DAY
The Comanche boy arrives on a horse that is half-dead from
hard riding.
COMANCHE BOY
The hunting party…
(beat)
They are all dead.
YOUNGER CHIEF
Killed by rangers?
The boy shrugs.
YOUNGER CHIEF
Did you see bullet holes in the bodies?
COMANCHE BOY
It looks to me like…
(beat)
they were stampeded.
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YOUNGER CHIEF
Impossible.
OLDER CONFIDANT
He’s a mere boy.
They pack their gear and ride east.
EXT. PRAIRIE - WEST OF WHITE SETTLEMENT - DAY
A PLAINSCRAFT FAMILY moving west discover the bodies, they
turn their wagon dramatically and look for the nearest
settlement. The family pass Bit who is walking east returning
to the settlement.
PLAINSCRAFT FATHER
Where is the nearest settlement?
Bit doesn’t speak but points them in the direction she’s
walking, towards White Settlement.
Everyone is in a panic about a dozen dead Comanche but bit
calmly walks home.
Soon both adversaries know about the dozen dead bodies.
EXT. WHITE SETTLEMENT – DUSK
When the PLAINSCRAFT FAMILY reach the settlement and tell the
news all the lanterns are lit and everyone appears to be
packing in a panic.
EXT. PRAIRIE - WEST OF WHITE SETTLEMENT - NIGHT
First, the panther comes and feasts on the dead hunters. Then
a pack of wolves eat and then come a frenzy of 100s of
coyotes. They all see the dead zombie buffalo in the moonlight
(200 years out) and they approach to smell them, but they
cower away, smart enough not to eat the rabid/zombie flesh.
EXT. PRAIRIE - WEST OF WHITE SETTLEMENT - DAY
CLOSEUPS: The Comanche arrive to bury the bodies. There isn’t
much evidence of bullet wounds.
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A SECOND CHIEF looks at the tracks, grass cut by the horse and
buffalo hooves. He’s not one to talk.
LONGSHOTS: Speculation appears to be rife. Other chiefs
arrive. The chiefs debate and are trying to play Columbo but
there isn’t any resolution. They keep glancing over at the
dead buffalo in the distance.
They walk to the dead buffalo, they examine the corpses.
YOUNG CHIEF
Every beast killed in the head.
OLDER CONFIDANT
Whites.
The second chief is finished with his study and returns.
SECOND CHIEF
Whites. They killed the hunters and then
ran the buffalo over the dead bodies. To
try to mask their treachery.
YOUNG CHIEF
And then why kill the buffalo?
SECOND CHIEF
Whites. Who can explain?
The chief all seem to agree.
EXT. EDGE OF TOWN - WHITE SETTLEMENT – DUSK
The Mayor with his family and furniture are in a wagon. The
Sheriff is there on a horse. They are the last to leave the
settlement.
SHERIFF
That didn’t take long.
MAYOR
I think most of ‘em were already packed.
SHERIFF
You were packed?
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MAYOR
Afraid to give anyone any ideas.
SHERIFF
Me too. But I don’t have that much.
They look back as they ride out of town.
MAYOR
All that time and effort we invested… and
now look at the place, empty.
SHERIFF
A dozen dead Comanches will do that to a
town.
MAYOR
Mineral Wells?
SHERIFF
Yep. I’m right behind you.
EXT. STREETS OF WHITE SETTLEMENT – DAY
Hours later, when Bit returns from walking, she finds the
Wichita camp struck and the settlement abandoned. It’s a ghost
town. Even the Wichita have packed up and left as rapidly as
the whites.
She finds some maps in the Sherrif’s office. She lays it out
and puts a finger on the falls. But she doesn’t use the maps.
She remains.
Despite now owning her father’s bow and arrows, every time she
encounters one it turns out to be zombified and its flesh
can’t be eaten. She tries to kill zombie hogs; the arrows just
bounce off the skull. Run up into trees (six times), she tries
again and again. We get the impression she may starve.
EXT. MAYORS HOUSE - WHITE SETTLEMENT – DAY
When Saku returns from West Texas. Worried, he walks through
the streets. There are deer, horses, steers and pigs dead in
the street. Their zombie carcases have been burned, but there
is a chared arrow in each skull. Bit learns to shoot an arrow
into the temple area to penetrate the skull. Saku notices it
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is done this way when he examines the burnt corpses, but he's
most concerned with finding Bit.
He finds his abandoned daughter. She’s roasting a wild pig in
the former Mayor’s fireplace. Saku appears relieved. But he’s
amused she’s living relatively well.
When her father returns, she’s more relieved than Sekus is and
she runs to hug him. Clearly, she’s seen more and done more
than hunt a few wild pigs.
After this, she may have developed some life skills but he’ll
insist that she always travels with him.
EXT. BARBERSHOP – BASTARD’S PARADISE - DAY
The beginning of a town has sprung up surrounding a ranger
blockhouse and HQ. There is a dumpy saloon, a dumpy church and
a slew of dumpy shacks. Nothing fancy; in fact, it’s a dump.
The barbershop is inside the saloon; not unheard of. Five or
more fellow are there waiting but basically, it’s a place to
hear all the news.
TEXAN #1
Texans have always been quiet. We don't
talk much, because nothing much happens.
But when something does happen, everybody
talks about it. And everybody knows about
it. And we never forget it.
TEXAN #2
A dozen Comanche warriors, dead.
TEXAN #1
Hunters.
TEXAN #2
Was you bastard’s ‘at killed ‘em. Wadn’t
it?
HAYS
Me? It wasn’t us.
(beat)
I heard they uhs stampeded.
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TEXAN #1
Right. I ain't never seen a Comanche, fall
off his horse right in front of a buffalo.
Hell, the whole culture is mobile from the
time they’s just little ‘ns.
HAYS
Pups.
TEXAN #2
And besides, it was flat I heard; I
understand if they’z in the beast’s
like in a canyon with walls on each
urging ‘um ta runover ‘um… But here
plains? Nope…

can
way side on the

Jack Hays is listening and contemplating how much trouble he’s
begun.
TEXAN #3
Well, whoever done it put us all in
jeopardy.
INT. TEXAS FIRST CAPITAL - WASHINGTON ON THE BRAZOS - DAY
President Lamar and Hays speak.
LAMAR
How is our new Republic?
HAYS
Sir, our boys are out there.
LAMAR
Going well?
HAYS
Dicey at best. Rumors.
(beat)
They found the corpses by now.
LAMAR
But they were trampled by a herd of
buffalo. I’ve seen that happen you know.
Not much left of them.
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HAYS
There wasn’t more than a few buffalo.
Crazed for sure but not more than a dozen
or maybe fifteen.
LAMAR
You didn’t count them?
HAYS
They started chasing us.
LAMAR
What?
HAYS
The point is it happened after they died
and if there’s one thing Comanches know
it's death. How it works, I mean.
HAYS
Seen enough of it I guess.
LAMAR
(sarcastic)
So, it wasn’t the buffalo?
HAYS
I doubt the Comanch’ll buy it.
LAMAR
Well, buffalo chips! Excuse the pun.
HAYS
(trickery of skuldugery)
Jiggery-pokery?
LAMAR
If the Comanche clans all come together… a
great danger will befall our new Republic.
HAYS
I’ll do what I can.
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EXT. MAYORS HOUSE - WHITE SETTLEMENT – DAY
Leaving White Settlement, Bit and Saku walk around the charred
carcases. Saku stops and ponders; he’s about to ask her what
they are all about. She’s not about to volunteer any
information, but she’s been shooting zombie animals for weeks.
FLASHBACK:
Bit is in the mayor’s house. She finds some discarded
magazines from the East. She sites in a chair by the fire and
looks at them. She looks very cosmopolitan.
There is a commotion outside. Matter of factly, she rises and
takes her bow to the front porch. The ruckus is at the other
end of town - boards cracking and chickens crying. She waits.
She sits on the porch until a lone zombie steer, insanely
rampages in her direction.
She stands, pulls back the bow, waits and sends an arrow into
the animal’s temple. The zombie beef drops like a rock.
Headshot.
She calmly reenters the mayor’s home and brings out some lamp
oil and burns the carcass.
BACK TO:
INT. VARIOUS BARBERSHOPS – DAY
MONTAGE #1: Hays
barbershop – New
Galveston. He is
his response is,

travels around the state from barbershop to
Braunfels, Fort Worth, Dallas, Marshall,
hearing the same thing at each barbershop and
five times over, “buffalo stampede”.

We see the reaction of the room. Some men scoff and some are
amazed. There is a silent RANGER GOON, riding security with
Hays.
Hays is trying to conduct damage control and prevent an
erupting conflict against the Republic by the Comanche. He
blames the Comanche deaths on the buffalo so that if war comes
whites will be justified winning.
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EXT. CAMP – OUTSIDE BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAY
Saku leaves Bit outside the city. As always, she peers from
distance at whites. While she waits for her father to return,
she discovered a tar pit. She experiments with it. She dips a
stick in the tar and then in water. She wipes the tar on a
tree and then in the grass… she throws the stick on the fire
and the flames grow… She takes the stick to the tree and it
catches on fire. She realizes that she’s started a wildfire.
She throws the stick down and puts out the tree with a
blanket. Then she must put out the prairie fire. She does this
and some rangers ride out to investigate. Okay, they will
probably murder her so she hides.
EXT. ROYAL BASTARD’S HOTEL - BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAYS
Bastard’s Hotel is a jail and headquarters for the Texas
Rangers. It’s nothing but a small blockhouse, but there is
construction, with slave labour, and the jail is being
expanded.
SEKU
This is a big jail.
HAYS
Right now there are only the eight
Comanche chiefs from the Council House
rebellion?
SEKU
Did they rebel?
HAYS
Of course, they did. You were there.
Saku looks at the construction out the back door.
The jail is growing into the prison.
HAYS
When we’re done it‘ll hold 100 prisoners
SEKU
Are there even that many outlaws?
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HAYS
No, but if I have any say in it, there
will be. And this prison will be highly
profitable.
SEKU
How can you make money off a jail?
HAYS
Keep it full. The government of Texas will
have to pay, or we’ll release all these
dangerous outlaws.
SEKU
And they’ll be frightened.
HAYS
More rangers and more jailers and who’ll
all be loyal voters.
(beat)
Frankly, I see this as a growth industry.
Right now the population is afraid of the
Comanche, but who will replace them when
they’re gone?
Saku is puzzled.
SEKU
The friendly tribes?
HAYS
No, outlaws! I plan to buy some
newspapers too. That ought to help.
Odd moment...
HAYS
There’ll be a day in Texas when the
cowards go into the cattle business and
everyone else will go into law
enforcement. But we gotta get rid of the
Comanche first. You know what I mean?
SEKU
I know what you mean.
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Sekus doesn’t know what Hays really means…; he’s just polite.
HAYS
But that’s not why you’re here. We need
your assistance.
(beat)
Fifteen Comanche hunting not far from
White Settlement went missing and were
found dead.
SEKU
Comanche?
Hays nods.
SEKU
Oh lord; are we sure?
(beat)
But who… who would do something like that?
HAYS
It was a buffalo stampede.
(beat)
You’ll have to go up the escarpment again.
(beat)
Spread the word up there the hunters were
killed by a stampede.
SEKU
I understand.
(long beat)
When will I receive the funds?
HAYS
Funds?
SEKU
To build the house. I wouldn’t mind living
like a white.
HAYS
Oh, well I think they just build one for
you. I’ll ask the president next time I
see him.
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SEKU
Thank you.
HAYS
We are very aware of your loyalty.
(beat)
You can’t rush the president. Good things
come to those who wait.
EXT. CAMP – OUTSIDE BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAY
Saku joins his daughter and he looks at the burnt tree and
prairie. On the ground, her blanket was clearly used to put
out the fire. He says nothing. She volunteers nothing.
SEKU
I guess you can have your wish.
(beat)
You wanted to return to the Falls.
BIT
So long as you don’t leave me there an
orphan.
SEKU
Why do you say that?
BIT
More spying.
SEKU
I’ve never spied. I’ve scouted. True.
BIT
Words. The Comanche are animals and don’t
understand words.
SEKU
This time, messager.
BIT
What message?
SEKU
I’m not sure I should say.
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BIT
You sound like a spy.
SEKU
It’s just a message to avoid war.
BIT
And if it turns out to be a lie?
Saku shrugs.
BIT
It might put you in danger.
SEKU
Being an Indian … is always going to be
dangerous.
BIT
I’m learning that.
SEKU
Who says young Wichitans don’t listen to
their elders?
BIT
Hays is the teacher. Since San Antonio.
SEKU
I think he has a good plan.
BIT
The priest says he’s the devil.
SEKU
The priest sees the devil in a lot of
people.
BIT
Even me I think.
SEKU
I’ll take you up to the falls and your
grandparents can look after you.
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BIT
I’m not the one who needs looking after.
SEKU
All right, then.
BIT
Father, let’s you and I both go back to
our clan and stay at the falls.
(beat)
You let them make empty promises and for
what, to risk your life for them.
(beat)
Are you gonna let them walk all over you
forever?
SEKU
Good things happen to those who wait.
(beat)
I’m told that.
BIT
By who?
SEKU
Hays.
(beat)
He has been very gracious to us.
BIT
Not yet he hasn’t.
SEKU
Hang in there just a little longer. Soon
it will happen and we will live a good
life.
INT. VARIOUS BARBERSHOPS – DAY
MONTAGE #2: REPEAT: Hays travels around the state from
barbershop to barbershop – Victoria, Stephenville, Abiline,
Houston, Nacogdoches. He is hearing the same thing at each
barbershop and his response is, five times over, “dry gulched
by Wichita and the stampede was a ruse to hide it.”
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We see the reaction of the room. Some men scoff and some are
amazed.
Now Hays is trying to deflect the blame and provoke a war
between tribes. It’s all to prevent conflict against the
Republic by the Comanche.
RANGER GOON
I wouldn’t ever question my boss, but I’m
confused. Cause last week we was…
HAYS
Divide and conquer, son.
RANGER GOON
How’d ya think up pittin’ Comanche against
Wichita? You baitin’ ‘em.
HAYS
Comes from the president, Mirabeau Lamar,
‘is self.
EXT. COMANCHE CAMP - FAR WEST TEXAS– DAY
The Comanche torture Saku.
FLASHBACK:
EXT. PRAIRIE - WEST OF WHITE SETTLEMENT - DAY
Bit remembers. Comanche buffalo hunters are surprised when the
buffalo don’t run; of course not, they’re zombies. Spooks the
Comanche’s horses. The Comanche on horseback are chased by the
crazed buffalo, but when chased over a rise the hunters were
ambushed by Texas Rangers.
HAYS
Okay boys, let them have it.
The dead Comanche are trampled by the buffalo after they are
shot dead. Then the buffalo turn on the rangers but with
superior weaponry, .50 Mississippi rifles, (headshots) the
zombie buffalo are slaughtered.
Bit is laying flat “spying” and she witnesses the entire
bazaar event and it’s a lingering puzzle to her.
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BACK TO:
EXT. PORT LAVACA – TEXAS COAST

- DAY

SUPER: THE GREAT RAID – LINNVILLE TEXAS - AUGUST 7, 1840
An army of 400 Comanche are concealed outside of a port. There
are warehouses full of imported goods. Several foreign ships
are at the dock.
BUFFALO HUMP
(privately)
I’m not attacking any poor ass Wichitans
for something so bold; they’d never dream
of it.
BUFFALO HUMP
(loudly)
For furniture and revenge!
War cries and the raid begins.
EXT. TEXAS PRAIRIE - DAY
As the Comanche return from the coast, we see several wagons,
but most of the furniture is tied to pack animals and the
spare horses. They are confronted by Hays and his rangers, who
before ordering an attack sits and watches them for a long
long beat. He’s is dumbfounded.
HAYS
Furniture?
Hays isn’t enthused as he fully expected the Comanche to
attack the Wichita rather than Linnville.
HAYS
Chase ‘em, but don’t kill your horses over
it.
He weakly gestures for his hundred rangers to give chase. He
doesn’t want to catch them. It’s 400 Comanche vs. 100 rangers.
The Comanche cut most of the furniture loose and it’s
abandoned on the prairie. They run. Rather than pursue them
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far, Hays peels off and heads toward the Wichita camp. If the
Comanche won’t attack the Wichita then he will and he’ll make
it look like the Comanche did it.
EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALLS – DUSK
Bit enters this scene relatively weak and effeminate.
An Indian comes with bad news for Bit. There isn’t dialogue,
it’s too common. But we can tell from her expression now she
is alone in the world. Her grandparents hug her but she
continues on her path and her aunts and uncles and cousins
console her but she doesn’t stop walking.
The graveyard is empty and unattended there are mostly old
wood crosses but a few graves are marked with a simple slab of
wood that is carved with the name, DOB, and DOD.
Bit stands at her mother's grave. She looks down at the grave;
there isn’t a cross or a wedge of wood for a headstone. Her
mothers grave, it isn't covered with a traditional cross but
with beautiful multi-coloured painted rocks.
NÁTTIH
I’m sorry I just heard.
BIT
What did you hear?
NÁTTIH
I heard the Comanche… have executed a spy
from the Wichita.
BIT
Sacred land is sacred land, that's what my
father used to say.
NÁTTIH
It’s a good saying.
BIT
He had many.
NÁTTIH
There isn’t a way to get his body back?
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BIT
No. No chance.
There is an odd moment.
BIT
I’ve lived in a house.
NÁTTIH
What?
BIT
You want to go?
NÁTTIH
It will rain.
Bit looks up into the tree at the now weathered (sun faded)
pieces of cloth. It’s a dark cloud laden sky.
BIT
Is she wet on the other side?
NÁTTIH
We wrapped her in a buffalo robe.
Attention is drawn to the two eagle feathers braided into
their hair. Each of the girls have two feathers and they touch
each other's feathers. This was analogous to promise rings
that young kids give each other today.
The priest emerges from the mission and his evening prayers.
Bit stands very still as the priest approaches. He looks at
the bright grave with contempt. He coldly walks past them and
speaks in Spanish.
PRIEST
Quítate esas ridículas plumas de tu
cabello.
SUB: Take those ridiculous feathers out of your hair.
It’s clear. He wants them Hispanicize/anglicized AND he wants
them to be heterosexual.
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NÁTTIH
What’s he mean?
BIT
He knows about the feathers?
NÁTTIH
They aren’t stupid. But maybe he just
wants us to leave our way.
BIT
Which way…
NÁTTIH
Well, both but he might mean our tribal
way. The feathers are a bit native.
BIT
Well, I’ve got some news for him.
Long beat.
NÁTTIH
Come. Let’s walk and enjoy the view, spoil
ourselves on deliciously fresh cookies.
How about that, eh?
Náttih reaches into a small bag attached to her belt. She
fishes out a slices of sweetened bread, waving it in front of
Bit’s face.
BIT
Bread?
NÁTTIH
No more gloomy or bad thoughts.
BIT
Not for now.
(beat)
Oh, oh, oh, it’s still warm!
Bit reaches for more.
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NÁTTIH
The rest of it you get when we reach our
destination.
BIT
You’ll go?
NÁTTIH
I don’t know why.
BIT
Really.
NÁTTIH
Tomorrow, I want to ride with you.
BIT
You ride like a girl, slow with your back
straight.
They chuckle.
NÁTTIH
Can I cook and clean in this house?
They chuckle again.
BIT
But let’s go, now.
NÁTTIH
But it’s going to be dark.
BIT
I don’t care; I just want to leave.
NÁTTIH
Because of the priest?
BIT
No. He has nothing to do with me.
NÁTTIH
Okay.
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BIT
Go run and whisper in your sister's ear
that you are leaving with me.
Bit leaves this scene relatively stronger and slightly more
masculine.
EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALLS – NIGHT
Hays’ men dress in Comanche costumes. They are ready to strike
Bit's village in the middle of the night to enflame an Indian
vs. Indian war.
EXT. PATH - NORTH OF WHITE SETTLEMENT - NIGHT
The two girls are on horsback. They avoided popular populated
areas skirting towns and homesteads.
BIT
That’s Fort Worth.
NÁTTIH
In these towns, girls I heard aren't
allowed to be alone with other young
girls.
BIT
That’s not true. I’ve watched many white
girls walk together.
NÁTTIH
But the priest said…
BIT
I think it’s is more practical than the
priest lets on.
NÁTTIH
Why?
BIT
No babies.
NÁTTIH
But we don’t ride through towns.
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BIT
Well, that’s not the reason.
(puzzled)
Or maybe it is.
NÁTTIH
Forgive my ignorance. Your father has
always been away from the village, I’m
sure you know a lot more than me.
BIT
Well…
NÁTTIH
I’m sorry I remembered him.
BIT
No, it’s nothing. He always spoke around
it and so I will too.
NÁTTIH
But you don’t go into cities.
BIT
It was just his rule. Just because… So
it’s my rule too.
NÁTTIH
Well, then I’ll submit.
BIT
Okay, I have a theory. And he never would
say it… its because we’re red.
NÁTTIH
I don’t know why…
BIT
It’s because of the slavery of the black
man. You know about that?
NÁTTIH
Yes, no. A little.
(beat)
I’ve never seen a black man. They make
good slaves.
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BIT
No. No, they don’t. But to make it right
in people’s heads… in the east there is
black… in the noon sun there is red but
the only good place to be is white, the
west. It makes the black slaves, the red
not so bad but not so good either.
Long beat.
BIT
But my father never told me that, if he
did it would have made more sense.
NÁTTIH
No, you make perfect sense of me.
BIT
Well, no towns and certainly not Fort
Worth.
NÁTTIH
I’ve never been this far from the red
river. I’ve been in Kansas as a young girl
and then we came here.
BIT
Well, you’ll be able to say you’ve been
somewhere now.
NÁTTIH
You think you’ll have children? And be
protective of them.
INT. MAYOR’S HOUSE - WHITE SETTLEMENT - NIGHT
In the pouring rain, both Bit and Náttih are soaked. They
scamper up into the house.
Inside Náttih immediately stops by a box on the floor. It’s
just inside the door. She is in awe; it’s a treasure. The box
holds makeup, combs and a brush, soap and shampoo. Also Náttih
find several frame photos and a few other odds and ends that
were packed but then abandoned.
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BIT
There are other houses but none so
wealthy.
NÁTTIH
This was the house of the leader?
BIT
But he didn’t own enough wagons. He didn't
take hardly any of their things.
They build a fire and hang their clothes by the fire to dry.
Bit wears pants and Náttih is in a riding skirt. The costume
directors always do their research, but the Wichita were
serious traders. And all the photos ever taken show the
Wichita in a combination of “eastern” woven cotton and
“native” leather, mostly vests and coats. It makes perfect
sense if the girl’s undergarments are white cotton. Being
traders, the Wichita had nearly everything available to
whites.
BIT
I hope you like living as a white person.
Bit leads Náttih into the mayor's bedroom. The look of the
room is neat and feminine. Walls are stylishly wallpapered.
There are curtains and oversize drapes. A wrought iron bed
covered with a nude pink quilt cover, two matching pillows.
There is a tallboy chest of drawers, a free-standing fulllength mirror. And finally, there is a night table with a swan
neck frosted glass lamp. It’s all the finest elegance of the
1840s.
BIT
This is the larger of two sleeping rooms.
NÁTTIH
I don't like it. Maybe by the fire?
They'll leave but Náttih thinks to take the several quilts off
the bed. She climbs on the bed and notices an etching in a
gold frame above the bed. It’s a famous etching from A
Harlot's Progress by the English artist William
Hogarth. Náttih is curious and studies it. But she gestures
that she doesn’t understand.
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Bit has already seen/studied the etching and the house is full
of them. Perhaps all six in the series. While there isn’t
anyone there to overhear her, Bit whispers in her Náttih’s
ear. Náttih chuckles and takes the frame and the blankets with
her.
Náttih lays all the blankets on the floor in front of the
fire, she puts the etching in a prominent place, but then
curiously wanders around the house. She’s coy. Náttih walks
through the house looking at other Harlot's Progress prints;
the mayor has the entire collection, which now is incredibly
valuable but at the time it was perhaps not clear. Still they
are racy for the era.
EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALLS – NIGHT
The ranger’s dressed as Comanche attack the Wichita village.
They murder everyone; only a few escape by jumping into the
river and swimming. Evidence is planted to make it look like a
Comanche raid.
INT/EXT. MAYOR’S HOUSE - WHITE SETTLEMENT – MORNING
Náttih awakes startled. There is a ruckus outside and Bit
isn’t beside her on the blankets.
Outside it’s a zombie deer frenzy – the stomping of hooves and
the crashing of antlers on wood. But much of the noise is
coming from raucous chickens down the street because they are
being chased and eaten by the crazed deer.
Náttih finds Bit on the front porch shooting deer in the head
with arrows, but she’s running out of arrows. Bit shots a few
more; she smiles and winks at Náttih. Náttih is terrified.
A deer attacks Náttih horse and the horse kicks the deer in
the head. The blow shatters the zombie deer’s skull, killing
it.
Bit’s out of arrows and a deer runs up eight steps to the
porch. Bit pulls a huge Bowie knife and stabs a deer in the
brain.
Bit has been slowly acclimated to the new Texas, but this is a
sudden and devastating shock to Náttih.
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The remaining deer slowly leave the town.
Instead of running to her protector, like in a 1000 other
movies, Náttih runs to her horse and lights out North.
BIT
Hey, where are you going?
On horseback and riding away, her back is to Bit.
NÁTTIH
Home.
BIT
What? Why?
Bit runs to her horse and climbs on but then climbs down. Bit
walks inside the house and brings out what remains of the lamp
oil. As she burns the dead zombie deer, she talks to herself.
Náttih has a clear head but now Bit seems a bit delusional.
Bit might be on the brink of insanity?
BIT
(rhetorical and mumbling)
What will they say when they hear this?
You don't have to tell an Indian things
are bad. We all know things are bad. We
can’t travel where we want and we can’t
eat what we hunt. And the food we’re given
is unfit to eat.
(beat)
There won’t be much of a debate and
they’ll never go to war. Never did. And I
don’t expect them to leave, because I
wouldn't know what or where they could
go.
Finally, Bit gets on her horse and slowly moves out of town
and follows Náttih north. Náttih, of course is riding like
hell is chasing her. Bit slowly progresses.
EXT. PRARIE - DAY
Bit finds the Mukwoorʉ (the shaman that started it all)
sitting on a blanket, out on the prairie. He has no horse, and
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blind by old age. When Mukwoorʉ learns Bit is a Wichita, he
reasons that with a little bit of suggestion/persuasion, the
plant might eventually be used against the whites.
Apparently, they’ve been talking…
BIT
Why would I want to rescue a white man
from death?
MUKWOORɄ
Who knows; you Wichita are that way.
BIT
What way?
MUKWOORɄ
You can sell it to them. Trade the plant
for a few new knives.
BIT
I’m less like my people.
MUKWOORɄ
People? You aren’t people. Comanche are
people.
BIT
Old man, you might starve out here.
MUKWOORɄ
I’m just waiting on the coyotes.
BIT
So, before they get here and just for
jollies tell me about this plant.
MUKWOORɄ
Before the nervous system rots, mash the
plant and put it on the dead man’s tongue.
Not much, just a bit.
(beat)
And the corpse will come back to life in
two hours.
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BIT
What if they’re a native and the plant
touches their tongue.
(beat)
What then?
Blind Mukwoorʉ hesitates.
MUKWOORɄ
Uh, you might want to try it out on some
whites… just so you have a feel for what
will happen.
BIT
Like, the deer, or horses or maybe a herd
of buffalo?
Mukwoorʉ is shocked to hear the Wichita knows so much already.
His death wish seems to be an entire frontier of zombified
whites. He guessed it would all be a mystery to a dumb Wichita
trader, but maybe Bit already has this in mind?
BIT
So which way is this plant?
The blind man turns in circles. He feels the sun, but doesn’t
appear to know the time of day. Dementia.
BIT
It’s morning, old man.
The shaman points northeast and then southwest. Confused.
BIT
Okay. Well, I’ll be moving along. Good
luck with the coyotes.
MUKWOORɄ
The more the merrier.
Bit doesn’t move her horse so Mukwoorʉ continues. She sits
astride and thinks. She looks in several directions. Then she
turns west. Mukwoorʉ doesn’t realize that she’s left and is
talking to himself.
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MUKWOORɄ
Coyote is to blame for death. Back when
the earth was new and animals spoke like
people, Coyote had thrown a stone into the
water. He had declared that if it sank,
all living things would have to be sleep,
a sleep they would not awaken from. The
stone sank, and people and animals and
plants have been dying ever since.
Nothing.
MUKWOORɄ
Girl, are you there?
Bit rides west.
EXT. SOUTHWEST OF COUNCIL CREEK - DAY
Woya is on her horse. She appears ninety per cent the living
dead but she remains on her horse. Even with a zombie
infection, she can ride and she can even think/dream. She
glances behind her, looking north. Clearly, there is something
going on in her zombie brain.
DREAM: With the remaining ten per cent of her brain, she
imagines entering Indian territory in the winter, riding
alone. She imagines arriving at her village and finding her
grandmother and the others (young and old) dead, starved and
frozen in their cabins.
BACK TO: Dead corpse riding south. She’s not a crazed zombie;
she’s patient, biding her time. Amazingly she doesn’t try to
eat her own horse.
EXT. WEST OF MUKWOORɄ’S BLANKET - DAY
Bit arrives at the location of the dead zombie buffalo. She
turns north following the tracks until she finds the strange
flowers. She collects some, a healthy amount, and puts them in
her pouch.
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EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALLS – DAY
Bit arrives at the Wichita village; she finds that it has been
burned to the ground, with the remains of dead bodies
scattered around. She scans the horizon for survivors. None.
BIT
(calling out)
Náttih!
(long beat)
Náttih!
(long beat)
Anyone.
There isn’t a response.
She spots some Comanche lances and arrows.
BIT
(mumbling to herself)
Comanche. If it’s the last thing I do…
She means to plan her revenge.
EXT. SMALL CAMP ON THE RED RIVER - DAY
Far away, around a fire, only a few Wichita teenagers have
escaped. Náttih is one of them. It's only been a day and they
already look hungry.
EXT. COMANCHE CAMP – WEST TEXAS - DAY
Bit doesn’t know; Saku is not dead but is being tortured by
the Comanche.
EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALLS – DAY
Bit spots a pile of ashes that might be fruitful, it seems to
have been an 1840 version of an Indian hardware store. She
digs through the ashes and finds a metal shovel. She also
finds a Bowie knife. The wooden handles are burned off.
Bit carves new wood handles for both. She stores the knife in
her gear and with the shovel begins to dig. She buries dozens
of bodies.
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EXT. SMALL CAMP ON THE RED RIVER - DAY
The young Wichita teenagers, including Náttih, are arguing
with each other. They are lost and are eating insects.
EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALLS – DAY
Bit is patiently painting rocks for the graves (waiting for
someone to return), but then throws them down and rides south.
EXT. TEXAS PRAIRIE - DAY
Bit is riding south to join the rangers. She travels like a
Comanche, with a string of five or six horses. She encounters
a trail of furniture, abandoned by the Comanche raiders.
Nothing really appeals to her except a wrought iron single
bed. It is sturdy. She also finds some pack-saddles, the
Comanche cut loose. She packs the bed on her spare horses and
continues.
INT. SALOON - BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAY
President Lamar and ranger chief Hays are at a table in the
saloon. The barman is working to keep the beer flowing, the
dancers are dancing, and the saloon girls are doing what they
do. The place is full of lawmen.
Bit walks in totally uninhibited. It’s such an old troupe… but
I have to… the piano stops. Heads turn.
The two lawmen who have been fighting stop and shake hands,
they laugh about whatever they were fighting over. And then
they eyeball, Bit.
She doesn’t stop until she's confronted by a DRUNKEN RANGER.
Bit kicks him in the nuts and walks right up to Hays. Other
rangers are about to interfere with Bit but Lamar waves them
off.
Bit gets right to the point.
BIT
I’m young, the sole survivor of my band.
HAYS
This is the president, Mirabeau Lamar.
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BIT
I’m Bit from the Wichita.
LAMAR
A proud people. Extraordinarily tall.
BIT
The Comanche are short and fat and we
should go run them clear to the mountains.
Everyone chuckles.
HAYS
I’ve seen you somewhere.
BIT
I’m from the falls.
LAMAR
The Falls? I heard about that. I’m sorry.
BIT
I’ll have my revenge.
Guilty, Lamar and Hays glance at each other. They worry their
treachery will be discovered.
LAMAR
You hate the Comanche. Join the club.
BIT
I’m likely not to walk off the job.
LAMAR
You want us to hire you?
BIT
Scout. Spy. I speak Caddo, English and
Spanish. I speak Comanche.
(beat)
My father taught me.
HAYS
Your father?
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Now it all clicks in their head where they saw Bit. She was
with her father in San Antonio.
LAMAR
I heard about that too. I’m sorry.
HAYS
Perhaps our interests coincide.
LAMAR
You want to avenge your father?
BIT
And my village.
LAMAR
I’m sorry for your loss, but this is not a
matter for Texas to intervene in.
BIT
A single warrior… can’t do it alone.
SECOND DRUNK RANGER
(shouts from the back of the saloon)
A warrior? Ha!
THIRD DRUNK RANGER
(shouts from the back of the saloon)
And you’re a girl.
BIT
Okay, I’m a girl... but if you think women
can’t spy you are a dumbass.
LAMAR
The Republic of Texas isn’t really in a
position to…
BIT
Why not? It wasn’t always the Comancheria,
before the Comache, it was Apacheria and
maybe it can be yours now.
LAMAR
We’re officially not interested in that.
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HAYS
Not yet.
BIT
My father… was loyal to Texas and before
that, he was loyal to the Spanish.
HAYS
And you’re Catholic, right?
It’s a leading question. Hays wants to help her.
BIT
(says what she’s expected to say)
Of course.
LAMAR
I don’t know if that helps or hurts.
HAYS
She’s religious. Her father was a good
man, I can vouch for that.
BIT
Although you never did the right thing and
gave him a house… you could at least do
this for him now.
Hays is always looking for soldiers and he feels the eyes of
the room on him.
HAYS
(to Lamar)
Let’s take care of her, at least. Allies
are allies.
LAMAR
(to Bit)
Can you step back a bit while we discuss
this?
Bit steps back to the far side of the room. But she’s watching
them intently.
LAMAR
(leans over and wispers to Hays)
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I wouldn’t touch this one… she might be
out to avenge her father.
Bit can tell Hays is for her and Lamar is against her, so she
continues to argue.
BIT
Take your time; I’m not getting any
younger. Maybe next year or the following
year…
(beat)
Do you have enough soldiers already?
(beat)
I will do anything.
(beat)
I will go and be their slave and be your
spy if you want.
(beat)
Something more demanding?
(murmuring)
But I don’t know what that would be.
EXT. STREET AND GARDEN - BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAY
Bit and Hayes are briskly walking down the street. He stops
and opens a fence gate. He picks a ripe tomato. Bit is in awe.
HAYS
It’s mine. The garden. Everything.
He gestures to the entire dumpy town. He hands her the tomato
and he picks and eats one. He gestures for her to eat it. She
takes a bite. Actually, there is a hint of romance. She’s 15
and he’s 28.
Hays hands Bit a basket… he collects the fruit as they talk.
He hands the vegetables to Bit and she carries the basket.
BIT
This is not what I expected.
HAYS
What did you expect? Scalps?
(beat)
I’m not that type. The military doesn’t…
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BIT
You are a good killer of Comanche. The
Council House, Plum Creek.
HAYS
That bother you?
BIT
Of course not; they slaughtered my
village… killed my father.
HAYS
I’m sorry. My father fought in the War of
1812.
BIT
The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.
HAYS
I am a military man. True.
BIT
I heard Andrew Jackson is your great
uncle...
HAYS
I guess it runs in the family. Aunt Rachel
taught me to do this.
Hays doesn’t even realize the subject is violence toward
Indians. He’s so blind the conversation seems to him about
gardening.
HAYS
I have okra. Egg plant, the seeds I got
from Montecelo. Peas, peppers, four types
of tomatoes. Fancy garlic and
Onions... not the wild sort. Hybridized in
the midwest.
He picks more. She’s amazed.
BIT
It's a nice garden.
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HAYS
That's my place.
BIT
Where’s your place?
HAYS
I don’t have a place. I have a situation.
Hays IS curious about the girl, but lets it drop.
BEGIN FLASHBACK
EXT. MAYOR’S HOUSE - WHITE SETTLEMENT – MORNING
Bit is on the safety of her porch shooting zombie dear left
and right. It’s not a quiet garden but she’s happy.
BACK TO
EXT. STREET AND GARDEN - BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAY
BIT
You have a house?
HAYS
At the end, and slaves.
BIT
I saw them, building.
HAYS
Building the future.
(beat)
I own this town. Understand?
(beat)
Let's go.
They leave the garden and leisurely walk in the street eating
the tomatoes. It’s not romance… Hays just wants a moral judge,
a woman, to tell him it’s okay.
HAYS
What should we do?
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BIT
Who? What?
HAYS
Texas. The new country.
(beat)
I mean you have a sense of justice,
surely. Your father says you can read and
write.
BIT
I don’t think about such things.
(beat)
In my tribe gardening that's women's work.
HAYS
There's a woman I’ve been seeing over in
Seguin. But she's the most good woman that
I've ever met and she’s made me become
concerned about what I've done and what I
might do.
BIT
You should be afraid of what you might do.
HAYS
Those were almost her exact words.
BIT
She sounds like a wise woman; maybe you
should marry her?
HAYS
Oh, hell no.
(beat)
Maybe if I were crippled up or something.
EXT. COOKING AREA - BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAY
Hays and Bit arrive at the area. It’s not a typical kitchen
but this is where the food is prepared. There are five shacks
and FOUR INDIAN WOMEN. They have about a kid, to two, each.
HAYS
All from peaceful tribes.
(pointing)
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Kickapoo, Caddo, Karankawa and I forgot.
What are you?
TAWAKONI WOMAN
(smiling)
Tawakoni.
HAYS
(sarcastic)
Of course.
(introducing Bit)
Wichita.
(to Bit)
They’re all just as fucked as you are.
(beat)
You ought to get along and if you can’t
then you’ll have to leave.
It’s all dehumanizing. Hays asks, “What are you?” And they are
only known to Hays by their tribe. Yet, they cook the ranger’s
meals.
BIT
Three meals a day and you will work here.
(beat)
This house is open; this is where you’ll
stay.
It’s not a house it’s a run-down shack. Backlight it with the
setting sun so we can see the space between the boards. It’s
more like a windbreak for animals, a tiny barn. She realizes
when Hays promised her father a house, he didn’t mean a real
house like the Mayor’s house.
When Bit opens the door a piglet runs out. The four Indian
woman cooks are surprised. They all speak at once in four
different languages. It appears they have been hiding the pig.
Or, they have been looking for that pig and the pig has been
hiding. The pig runs off and the four women give chase.
Bit enters the shack and puts her lethal pouch in the highest
location, top-shelf.
MONTAGE #3: Bit’s disgusted with cooking; it’s demeaning work
and it seems that she will never be allowed to take revenge on
the Comanche. Bit notices the jail expansion; how the workers
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lay the adobe bricks and then build a flat roof by laying out
timbers. She goes exploring for herbs and finds petroleum (a
tar pit) not far from the village. She brings some food to a
man practising shooting. Shooting is a fetish for this ranger.
Rather than a kiss, he offers her firearm training but Bit
rejects it.
EXT. BIT’S SHACK - BASTARD’S PARADISE – NIGHT
A POTENTIAL RAPIST, the ranger’s designated/acknowledged
rapist. He’s known for it and looks the part. Enters the area
and pauses at the door.
KICKAPOO
(matter of fact advice)
She’s not what you want.
CADDO
I would leave her be, if I were you.
(beat)
I’m just saying.
He enters Bit’s shack anyway.
KARANKAWA
(to the Tawakoni woman)
I heard that she buried all the bodies
herself.
Long beat. And then there are sounds of a struggle inside. The
camera remains on the structure and especially the door. The
fight rages inside and the structure shakes and creaks; it may
fall over at any moment. Bit is fighting.
After a time, the door flies open and the POTENTIAL RAPIST
emerges. He’s cut and bruised and it looks like his eye/face
have been clawed. He fought a bobcat? And lost?
Bit appears at the door with her Bowie knife. The four native
women are in awe and wave, not approvingly, but in a
tacet/conditional show of support. They will support her
resistance so far as it doesn’t endanger their position, but
it’s all unspoken. She surveys the damage on her shack and she
hears the creaking. It’s barely still standing. It’s listing
(leaning over) 12°.
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EXT. PRISON CONSTRUCTION AREA - BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAY
Bit trades a few animal pelts for some boards, 2 x 4s. She
takes them to her shack and wedges them inside, straightening
and bolstering the building. Nothing is nailed, but it adds to
the support.
EXT. BIT’S SHACK - BASTARD’S PARADISE – NEXT NIGHT
The potential rapist, his arm is in a sling, looks so injured
that he may not be doing the raping this time, but he brings
THREE RANGERS. The four men don’t hesitate and barge into
Bit’s shack.
Again there is a rattling of the shack and an obvious fight
inside. Kicks, thumps, groans. After a time, the battle ends.
Long beat.
CUT TO:
INT. BIT’S SHACK - BASTARD’S PARADISE – NIGHT
Four rangers are buttoning their pants and straightening their
clothes. Bit, just having been raped, kicks the new support
beams out of place and rolls under her sturdy bed.
EXT. BIT’S SHACK - BASTARD’S PARADISE – NIGHT
The entire shack falls on the rape crew. A cloud of dust rises
from the collapsed shack.
INT. HAYS’ OFFICE – ROYAL BASTARD’S HOTEL – DAY
Bruised and beaten, cut and scraped. Bandaged, the Four
rapists are in chairs. Hays enters.
HAYS
You can’t stand?
They groan as they try to rise.
HAYS
Never mind.
Hays doesn’t know what to say for a moment.
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HAYS
You’ve been in scraps with Comanche
warriors and came out looking better!
Long beat.
HAYS
Look, we need at least a few natives on
our side. The ones without land. We are
trying to win their hearts and minds, so
we can defeat the Indians that do have
land. Understand.
The rangers just sit. No answer. They are morons or they are
just too ill to answer.
RAPIST RANGER
You gonna let her stay in camp? Look what
she done to us!
EXT. OUTSIDE BASTARD’S PARADISE – NEXT DAY
MONTAGE #4: Bit trains a health distance away from the
settlement but relentlessly and on horseback with a lance. She
trains also with a bow. She makes her own arrows. Importantly,
each day she passes the tar pit.
Bit offers to help with the cooking, but she’s excused by the
other native woman; they know she’s training for revenge. She
hunts Texas prairie chickens for their distinctive/signature
arrow feathers. The lance and her arrows will be her signature
of revenge. She develops her warrior skills further.
Time passes.
INT. HAYS’ OFFICE – ROYAL BASTARD’S HOTEL – DAY
Bit is in the office, in front of Hays. She lays out
floor a map on the inside of a buffalo coat. It's an
topographical map, detailed. It has the locations of
Comanche camps, with tally marks for warriors in and
each camp.
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HAYS
Your first mission for the rangers.
Tremendous. I can’t say how proud I am and
how useful you are.
Bit only nods.
HAYS
But here. At…
BIT
Palo Duro.
HAYS
There aren’t any tally marks. What‘s
happening there?
BIT
It’s an impossible canyon.
HAYS
And you don’t want to be boxed in. I see.
Hays takes his ink pen from the desk and draws a big
question mark over the canyon.
Bit leaves, without emotion.
INT. HAYS’ OFFICE – ROYAL BASTARD’S HOTEL – DAY
RANGER GOON
The Mexicans are up to their old tricks
again?
HAYS
No! The Comanche.
RANGER GOON
The president has ordered every ranger
troop to assemble on the border except the
jailers.
HAYS
We’ll have to leave a few jailers behind
and ride south.
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RANGER GOON
Yes, sir.
The ranger settlement is astir with preparations for war, and
nothing gets the hive buzzing like the idea of riding south
for some killing. It’s a ranger delicacy.
EXT. COOKING AREA - BASTARD’s PARADISE – DUSK
The entire troop of rangers is assembled and ready to ride
south to fight/chase the Mexicans. Hays has an idea. He rides
to the cooking area and dismounts.
Bit has heard him and she runs out of her shelter with her
knife drawn. Hays freezes. It’s an odd second or two before
she puts it away.
HAYS
I need you to go up on the Comancheria
again. And keep a close watch.
(beat)
We’re going south and if they realize
that…
BIT
I understand.
HAYS
And find out what the Comanche are doing
up to in that canyon.
EXT. PALO DURO CANYON – FULL MOON - NIGHT
Bit circles the canyon stops in the northwest, where the walkin entrance is located. But of course the Comanche guard it.
She travels back to the top and looks down into the canyon.
There are campfires. She can see a herd of horses in the
moonlight.
Bit descends straight down into the canyon. There is a narrow
path; in the dark, it’s extremely dangerous. It’s a classic
mountain climbing trope. She nearly falls. Rocks slide off the
canyon wall. She frightens birds and they nearly give her
position away. Just as the Comanche become curious a bobcat
cries out. That explains the birds flying in the night. So she
reaches the bottom. She drinks and wades through the water.
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Bit finds her father in the camp sitting in a pile of rubbish.
He was previously tortured by the Comanche, she finds him with
his eyes poked out and he is living on scraps.
She is deep inside enemy territory and it would be impossible
for her to escape if detected. Bit whispers.
BIT
Father?
SEKU
Is that you, Bit?
She runs to him and hugs him.
BIT
I thought you were dead.
SEKU
I can’t see.
BIT
Well, I can’t very well light a fire.
SEKU
No, I can’t see.
BIT
They blinded you, father?
SEKU
Yes.
SHORT FLASHBACK: Daylight. She imagines her blind father
wrestling with the dogs for scraps of discarded food.
BIT
They destroyed our entire village.
SEKU
They didn’t do that.
BIT
How do you know?
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SEKU
I can still hear.
(beat)
Rangers did that.
BIT
Hays?
SEKU
Don’t shoot (or blind) the messenger.
Saku chuckles…
BIT
What?
SEKU
It’s my humour. They didn’t like my
message about their hunters.
BIT
How can you make jokes?
Bit however is won over… She chuckles.
BIT
But you are alive.
(bit)
Hays send you here?
SEKU
Or course.
BIT
He didn’t do much to get you home.
SEKU
We don’t know that.
BIT
No, I know.
SEKU
He and that forked tongue president
abandoned you.
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BIT
And where did the rumours come from that
the Wichita ambushed the Comanche hunting
party?
SEKU
I don’t know.
BIT
I do!
SEKU
You need to leave here.
BIT
Come with me.
SEKU
No. Leave me.
(beat)
Leave me!
BIT
I can’t.
SEKU
You must.
BIT
Can you survive here until I getback?
SEKU
I don’t know some of these dogs are
crafty.
BIT
Always a joke.
Bit expertly/silently moves the Comanche horse herd toward the
northwest… just as the guards notice she imitates the cry of a
mountain lion, which terrifies the horses and they bolt out of
the canyon.
Bit survives by dropping her body down to the side of her
horse at the instant she is passing the guards. This
effectually screens herself from their view. As she passes a
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Comanche guard on the left, she’s hanging from the right side
of the horse. When she passes a Comanche guard on the right,
she’s on the left side of the horse. The horse she
commandeered for escape looks like any one of the others
stampeding out of the canyon. She exits safely.
INT. HAYS’ OFFICE – ROYAL BASTARD’S HOTEL – NIGHT
While Hays’ is butchering Mexican immigrants in the south, he
leaves only doltish jailers and slave construction workers
behind and Bit’s able to break into the ranger HQ (a large and
growing prison). She needs to get answers to her questions.
Two slaves notice her entering the jail. One moves to confront
her, but the other stops him.
Inside she uses a key to unlock a box, she uncovers documents
implicating Hays and the president, in scheming to frame the
Wichita tribe for the Comanche buffalo stampede deaths'. She
also finds that the rangers were responsible for the massacre
of her village.
She reads the documents.
SUB: We ambushed some Comanche hunters, out of place, down
here and not on the high plains. The trespassers were not
killed by buffalo.
SUB: All of them were killed and run over by crazed buffalo.
However, when war with the Comanche seemed imminent due to
the buffalo incident, we wiped out a Wichita village and it
puzzled the Comanche so much it managed to prevent them from
attacking us.
SUB: Another spy was sent, this time a Wichta and apparently
he’s now a captive.
Bit then places the documents back in the lock box.
EXT. ROOF ROYAL BASTARD’S HOTEL – DAY
Bit prepares to take revenge against the Texas Rangers, but
the Hays isn’t there at the time. Bit keeps looking south,
boiling with anger, but resolutely waiting.
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Not part of her job, she takes bucket after bucket from the
tar pit to the prison, climbs a ladder and pours it on the
roof. Of course, everyone knows it might stop the leaks when
it rains.
A construction worker mentions that it hardly ever rains
anyway in Texas, but that’s not what Bit is about. Everyone
figures she was hired. She continues.
EXT. TEXAS PRAIRIE - DAY
Finished at the border, Hays rides north. He finds the bones
of the botanist out on the prairie.
The ranger dismounts and looks through his belongings.
RANGER #1
This here’s a starved botanist.
RANGER #2
What’s that?
HAYS
This was an Easterner that knows about
plants, but wadn’t not smart enough to
find his way to eat any of ‘em.
Most importantly the rangers find the scientist’s journal.
Hays puts the journal in his saddlebag and rides on.
After a time, Hays and the rangers reach the ranger
settlement. Bit has been waiting patiently and she stands. She
looks pitifully at them.
EXT. COOKING AREA - BASTARD’S PARADISE – DAY
Bit hasn’t been a cook for a time (since she became a spy) but
she enters approaches the stew pot. The other Wichita women
seem to know to step aside; they defer to her power and
purpose.
She sprinkles the pouch of wildflowers into the soup. Several
rangers die but will be reanimated in the night.
Of course, the plant turns humans into zombies, just as it did
the animals who ate them previously in the film.
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Six rangers die and it’s discovered… Cleary the rangers were
poisoned; a mob of rangers approach the cooking area seeking
vengeance on Bit and the Native cooks. However; the
reanimation takes place and the six dead rangers rise and the
resulting zombie battle saves the cooks.
It’s a short zombie battle, won by the rangers.
EXT. JAIL CELL – ROYAL BASTARD’S HOTEL – DUSK
Nothing better to do, the PRISONERS lay around and
philosophize. The prisoners don’t realize that the jailers
have eaten the stew and have died.
There are native prisoners; there are also several ugly (or
mentally defective) white, black and brown prisoners, clearly
social rejects for some reason. Bad teeth. A good casting
director can convey that if the rangers don’t like you in
Texas then you ARE going to prison.
PRISONER #1
Flat out, if they don’t like you in Texas.
You’re gonna end up in jail.
(beat)
Look at me. I know I’m ugly.
PRISONER #2
You stole a chicken.
PRISONER #1
Worth ten cents.
PRISONER #2
So what’s your point?
PRISONER #1
Well, they already spent twenty dollars
feeding me two years. And how much is this
prison costin’ ‘um?
PRISONER #3
I don’t know but they’re expandin’ it as
fast as they can.
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PRISONER #1
You’re missing the point. It ain't about
the chicken.
(beat)
Look at me… look at all a us… it ain’t
cause we’re stealing them blind… we’re
here cause they don’t like the way we
look.
PRISONER #4
Flat out, I’m an opium addict.
PRISONER #5
I think it was my bad teeth, that landed
me here. I mean that ranger looked me in
the mouth and said here we go…
Everyone in the cell ponders the sentiment. Very long beat.
The Karankawa woman comes to the prison window.
KARANKAWA WOMAN
Don’t eat the stew.
PRISONER #6
You sure are pretty!!!
A few of the rangers and all the jailers lay dead. Before the
coming full-length zombie rampage, Bit releases the prisoners
in the jail, most of which are Natives or runaway slaves. We
recognize several of the Comanche chiefs from the Council
House Fight.
The four Native women from the kitchen find horses and leave.
All the Native peoples and victims of the rangers leave.
Bit stands at the jail exit and points to a corral full of
horses. She wants to ensure that no rangers escape. But the
prisoners, mostly innocent but clearly dumbasses, screw it up
and most of the horses escape riderless. The escaped prisoners
disappear out into the dark prairie, mostly on foot.
EXT. STREETS –BASTARD’S PARADISE – NIGHT
When the second round of zombies awaken and rampage, these
zombies are killed as well. Hays runs out into the street with
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a lantern. He surveys the dead zombies… and he has a
curious/concerned look on his face. He looks up and sees Bit
on a horse, twenty yards away. She’s holding a lance pointed
upwards but she’s been watching the zombie skirmishes. She
looks so noble (excuse the pun). She looks majestic on
horseback; Hays looks at her throught the chaos and smoke for
an explanation.
BIT
Irrationality?
Hays is incredulous, first at the zombies and then at Bit
because she appears above it, seated on her horse.
HAYS
Where did you learn that word?
Bit simply grins...
BIT
Light another lantern ot two and call the
law?
It's so cryptic Hays ignores her. Five more zombies awake and
they seem attracted to the lantern’s light.
HAYS
(to his men)
Chances are, and we generally have good
aim, we’ll be able to dispose of ‘em. Aim
for their heart.
The audience knows that only headshots will be effective.
It's about to get western. After two short battles, the
audience is ready for the full-on fifteen-minute stunt-filled
scene with multiple zombie attacks. SEE: Dawn at the Alamo,
the 1905 painting by Henry McArdle.
In the streets, early in the night, the rangers are winning.
Only a few rangers were originally infected and the unaffected
rangers kill them off. Hays is even beginning the cleanup;
some of the zombie bodies are stacked for a future bonfire.
The living rangers seem a bit less anxious than before.
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Hays is drinking some water, when the door of the prison flies
open and 20 zombied prison jailers attack the rangers.
HAYS
Holy shit. Are you kidding me?
This is the turn in the battle. Zombie jailers are out and
begin clearing the town of rangers… When rangers are bitten
the undead turn against the living rangers.
The jailers overwhelm the rangers and infect more and more
until there are more zombies than rangers.
The rangers give them a fit but slowly we realize that the
zombies are winning. All night, the zombies rampage around the
camp. Bit is mounted on her horse. As rangers come from
outlying areas to deal with the outbreak, Bit picks some of
them off with her lance. She breaks four lances.
HAYS
Don't panic! Stay clam, you’re the law!
Stay calm!
The rangers are beginning to panic.
Chaos but it’s only half a panic. The camera dollies along a
street as rangers run past; they are in awe but fighting
nonetheless. An endless stream of zombies chase after rangers,
grabbing them, their horses and dogs alike; biting into them
savagely; pulling out their intestines and fighting over their
hearts, eating lungs like jelly.
Two COWARDLY RANGERS are nearly out of fight.
COWARDLY RANGER
Where’s Captain Hays in this mess?
They survey the battlefield. No Hays; only chaos.
LESS COWARDLY RANGER
Somebody better get real smart real quick.
COWARDLY RANGER
And that’s probably not going to happen.
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With each ranger they claim, the zombie numbers swell, and no
force seems will ever contain them.
CUT TO: different location.
ANGRY RANGER
I got your back…
Two ANGRY RANGERS, overwhelmed, fight back to back. One is
infected and falls and then turns on his friend.
It’s the breakdown of the ranger fraternity; battle-forged
friends who’ve been in countless skirmishes become infected
and turned against each other, without warning.
BACK TO:
The two cowardly rangers stop fighting; they run and try to
hide in the stables.
They look at each other for an answer.
LESS COWARDLY RANGER
The devil must be in a particularly
meddlesome mood.
COWARDLY RANGER
Ya, but which one is he?
LESS COWARDLY RANGER
I don’t know.
COWARDLY RANGER
Maybe there's just no more room in hell?
LESS COWARDLY RANGER
We need to go back. They need our help!
COWARDLY RANGER
No. There’s no “they” in ranger.
LESS COWARDLY RANGER
Since when?
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COWARDLY RANGER
Since about an hour ago. There’s just me
and us… and they’s screwed.
LESS COWARDLY RANGER
Bull shit. One riot; one ranger.
The cowardly ranger gestures to the carnage.
COWARDLY RANGER
Knock yourself out.
The less than cowardly ranger wants to return to the fight but
not by himself.
LESS COWARDLY RANGER
See here, as society collapses, it's up to
us big damn heroes to fight our way out of
this or keep shooting until… well ‘til…
COWARDLY RANGER
Maybe.
LESS COWARDLY RANGER
So, you ready to get back in it?
COWARDLY RANGER
Oh, hell no!
Zombies enter the stable and kill the cowardly rangers.
A woman runs up to the Bit, screaming. Bit points her to the
saloon. Bit plans to let the women survive if they make it to
the saloon.
The half-devoured victims begin to come back to life;
squirming and climbing over one another; gnashing their teeth
and reaching out to grab any fleshy part.
Hays sees through the mass of living corpses, to the end of
the street, where Bit deploys herself, on horseback lance
ready.
A prostitute screams as she sees a zombie break from the
mass and begin to stagger toward the saloon. Bit sees this and
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rides down the zombie, lancing it in the head and setting it
on fire.
Full-scale panic erupts and the prison guards surge forward,
past and under the horses, fighting, bitting, climbing and
clawing their way to victory. As more and more rangers’ rise
as zombies, the battle turns. Many are shot by the rangers,
who have learned rapidly to shoot them in their heads. Other
rangers are bitten as they’re pulled off their horses.
Five rangers remain. Four. Three. Only two rangers remain.
HAYS
What the hell is this? Rangers aren’t
food!
Hays turns and he’s the only ranger remaining. He’s holding
them off with a rifle butt, out of ammunition.
Suddenly, Hays bolts to escape the mass. As he turns, he runs
into Bit’s lance. She impales Hays (the last ranger) and drags
him (leaving a blood trail) into the empty prison; this lures
the zombies inside. The zombies follow Hays’ blood trail.
Bit closes the door behind the zombies, dismounts and bars the
door. She then lights the entire prison roof on fire. The
building goes up like a bonfire; note the tar she placed on
the roof.
The zombies and rangers, everyone remaining, they all burn. No
survivors, living or undead, remain. The entire settlement is
a smoking wasteland. The prison is destroyed.
EXT. NORTH TEXAS PRAIRIE - DAY
Bit, on a horse, leads a packhorse with an apparent deadman
tied over the saddle into a “lost arroyo” (hidden from view).
At the bottom of the small canyon is a zombie chained to a
post. There is a clear ring around the post with no
vegetation. The zombie’s reach does not extend beyond the
circle. Bit pulls up just near enough that we see Bit’s old
girlfriend (distinctive necklace).
BEGIN FLASHBACK
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EXT. WICHITA CAMP AT THE WATERFALLS – DAY
Bit is preparing food again for her mother. Bit notices Náttih
has her water bucket. Bit glances at her bucket, again it’s
half full over water.
Náttih takes a step near a tree with an arrow sticking out of
it.
NÁTTIH
Is that your arrow?
(beat)
Show me this bow everyone is talking
about.
Bit doesn’t hesitate; she points to it just inside the grass
house door. Náttih won’t fetch it. Bits’ mother is inside
dying.
NÁTTIH
Your mother.
Bit reaches inside pulls out a bow. Bit extends both hands
reverently, balancing her weapon.
NÁTTIH
It’s large. How do you manage to sneak
through the mesquite?
BIT
Maybe it's too shiny?
NÁTTIH
Fancy.
BIT
It might glimmer in the sun.
The outer side is considerably brighter than the inner lining.
NÁTTIH
Very sturdy-looking, but two colors, how
could it? No glue would hold two sticks
together.
(beat)
Let me see it.
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Náttih reaches for the perfectly polished bow, enjoying its
touch. Power is the greatest aphrodisiac.
NÁTTIH
The girls were right.
(beat)
This isn’t any regular bow.
BIT
And yes, it’s made out of a single piece
of wood.
Náttih’s fingers are telling her that, running them along the
smooth surface, noting no ridges or bulges.
NÁTTIH
Where did you get this bow?
BIT
Braided sinew.
NÁTTIH
Durable.
BIT
Not too wide to lose its flexibility, nor
too thin to chance a tearing.
NÁTTIH
Where did you get this thing?
BIT
Father made it for me.
(beat)
He did it when I was younger, but he let
me use it. After I could shoot anything
he’d point to I’d shoot for him; until,
finally he quit taking it with him.
NÁTTIH
They say he’s dead.
BIT
I’m sure the Comanche killed him.
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NÁTTIH
Maybe the rangers know something?
BIT
If you want me to kill any animal, just
point them out to me.
BACK TO
EXT. NORTH TEXAS PRAIRIE - DAY
Náttih (girl zombie) runs to the length of the chain and is
stopped. Clearly, Bit is pained by it all… but she can’t kill
her former love. Bit knows exactly how close she can get to
the chained Zombie.
As Náttih moves back to the post, Bit pulls the packhorse
nearer, what would be inside the chain’s length. Bit cuts the
ropes that have tied the body to the packhorse. He falls to
the ground and when he hits we realize that he’s a ranger and
is still alive, though barely. Náttih runs at the ranger and
consumes him.
The packhorse bolts out of Náttih range. Bit calmly turns her
horse out of the canyon.
The implication of the scene is that Bit is wandering the
state randomly kidnapping rangers and feeding them to her
former girlfriend.
After feeding the ranger to the Náttih, Bit leaves and doesn’t
stop riding until…
INT. NEWSPAPER OFFICE – AUSTIN – DAY
Two journalists philosophize.
NEWSPAPER MAN #1
It’s not clear why. But an entire company
of rangers whipped out? How?
NEWSPAPER MAN #2
Could be wild animals transferred the
rabies to the rangers?
NEWSPAPER MAN #1
Maybe the Natives figured a way?
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NEWSPAPER MAN #2
Ya think they’re that crafty?
NEWSPAPER MAN #1
The rangers gave ‘em pox infected
blankets. I’m pretty sure they know about
that.
EXT. CENTRAL TEXAS PRAIRIE – DAY
TIGHT SHOT – We see Bit is now in full transformation; she’s
wearing a skull helmet. Comanche men used to make helmets from
the skulls of buffalo covered with leather. This final scene
hints at transgenderism. Bit’s slowly transformed herself from
a young, innocent, and shy lesbian into a masculine warrior.
Bit is riding along. Alone? There is a pole, that might be a
war lance; it’s sticking out horizontally toward the rear of
her horse. It’s held by a rifle scabbard, but it’s not clear
it’s purpose. Bit could be delusional and talking to herself.
BIT
I’m not accustomed to all this… being
alone.
(beat)
Everyone knows how Coyote traded his big
penis for a small penis.
(beat)
A young prairie dog was so beautiful, that
all the animals wanted to marry her. So
she said, after a while, if you all show
me your penises, I’ll marry the man with
the smallest one. She wanted a husband
that wouldn’t hurt her.
(beat)
So Coyote, he went to the mouse and
offered him a large yam in return for
exchanging penises.
Bit turns and looks back. The CAMERA doesn’t pan with her.
BIT
You know it doesn’t bother me that there
aren’t any men around. The women can sit
closer to the warmth of the fire when men
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aren’t in the best seats. The women were
merrier when they’re gone.
(beat)
Oh, okay. After all the animals lined up,
Coyote had the smallest penis. The prairie
dog agreed to marry him.
(beat)
But then Mouse appeared dragging Coyote’s
huge penis, covered in dirt and burs.
Cactus needles stuck into it. The birds
poked it and wanted to know why a mouse
had such a large penis.
(beat)
In the end?
(beat)
Coyote got so mad, then he killed that…
mouse.
Bit stops to read a sign.
EXT. AUSTIN – CAPTIAL OF THE REPUBLIC - DUSK
“Austin – The New Capital of the Republic of Texas.” In the
distance, the president’s mansion is being whitewashed by
slaves. Red granite is being carted in; masons have laid about
four feet of the new capital building walls.
The camera pulls back. Behind Bit, mounted on a horse, is
Woya. Bit has a long pole keeping Woya and her horse a safe
distance back. One end of the pole is wedged in a rifle
scabbard and the other end is in a pistol scabbard attached to
the horse’s bit. The contraption keeps the zombie and her
horse at least fourteen/fifteen feet away.
Bit probably found Woya out on the prairie and she’s about to
unleash her wrath on Lamar and the new capital.
Four rangers ride out of the town to confront her. However, it
doesn’t seem to be a problem. Bit cuts Woya’s horse loose, the
pole falls free; Woya charges the four rangers. Of course, the
rangers shot her eight or ten times, but not in the head.
Woya shoots her bow like she has palsy. The arrows go crazy
(some into the ground and some fly straight up into the air)
but the rangers are using up their ammo.
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When out of arrows and her horse staggering from bullet
wounds, Woya takes a bite out of her horse’s neck. The horse
gives one more charge and near enough to a ranger that Woya
can jump off her horse onto the ranger’s horse; she bits that
ranger and then takes his horse.
She charges another ranger and knocks him off his horse. She
dismounts and bits him in the neck. With two rangers down, it
appears that Woya might win.
While the rangers grapple with Woya, Bit watches the fight
while entering Austin leisurely.
ROLE CREDITS
FADE OUT
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